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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Life and Works of Alejandro Casona 

Events of the turn of the century were propitious for the emergence of a talent 

with the sensitivity and zeal to create works of realism and fantasy that captured 

audiences around the world. Alejandro Casona conveyed a grasp of innate values that he 

deftly shaped into works that held insights for broadening the vision of his public. On 

March 23, 1903, Alejandro Rodriguez was bom to Gabino Rodriguez Alvarez and 

Faustina Alvarez Garcia. He was the second of five children: an older sister, Matuta, and 

three younger children, Teresa, Jose and Jovita. The pseudonym, Casona, came later as a 

reference to the large manor house or "casona" where his family lived during his 

childhood (Plans 50). The exceptional playwright enjoyed a beneficial, affectionate 

home life in the small village of Besullo, in Asturias, a northern region of Spain. The 

warm and loving extended family, the village that proudly celebrated the simple life that 

had endured from generation to generation, the legends and stories, and the traditions of 

his beloved land, engendered the imagination that emerged in Casona. 

His birthplace, the tiny hamlet of Besullo, rests quietly among hills where a 

constant in the accounts of his past is the delight he received from the abundance of 

storytellers in his formative years, beginning with his father. Casona warmly tells of the 

long walks during which his father patiently answered the many questions that came to 

his curious mind and never tired of telling his favorite stories, often from classic sources. 

An uncle who fascinated him with the war stories of his military assignment in the 



Phillipines kept a gold studded saddle in his storage shed. Young Alejandro frequently 

mounted it letting his imagination soar: "[. . .] emprendia los mas fabulosos viajes, tenso 

en los zuecos claviteados de oro, y alii empece a descubrir en mi los primeros sintomas 

de un mal del que ya no iba a poder curarme jamas; que solamente me gustaba viajar 

lejos, sin importarme la epoca y el pais, pero lejos." Casona demonstrates his propensity 

for tuming a deficit into a posidve that manifests in his work when he speaks of the only 

"toys" that he and his little friends had to play with-- those created out of what they could 

find in their surroundings. He describes his favorite, most sensational toy, the chestnut 

tree they warmly referred to as "la Castanarona": "Con el tronco hueco por completo, sin 

ramas cabiamos dentro de el siete u ocho niiios. Alii subiamos por el tronco, pasando de 

un brazo a otro." Casona offers a picture of serenity and imagination as he describes the 

childhood make-believe that surrounded the favorite tree that was one day their castle, 

another a ship, a palace, or a forest. Revealing pride in his humble beginnings, Casona 

remarks that city children couldn't have what was, without a doubt, the most marvelous 

toy, the castanarona, possessed only by the village children (Diaz Castafion 21). 

They were poor yet happy, deprived yet wealthy in natural treasures—family, 

playmates, security, and opportunities for feeding the imagination. Evidence of values 

imparted echoes in the pride he expressed when he spoke of the anomalous Protestant 

community that coexisted without conflict in his small village—a village so poor it had 

only one hundred-year-old man, only one white horse and only one witch. 

The legends and supersUtions abundant in Austurias fill the memories that Casona 

shared. He reveals an early maturity in the empathy he displays with his description of 

the village "witch." He spoke of la "viejita" from Besullo with warmth: " . . .los nifios la 



queriamos mucho." The village children considered her "their" witch and regarded her 

with a mixture of awe and fear. She allowed them to "steal" apples off of her tree af̂ er 

she picked her seven because she knew they would enjoy them more this way. Casona 

explains her mystery, "Sabia de curaciones con hierbas y cosas por el estilo. Mas que 

miedo se la tenia respeto. Los nifios la queriamos y los mayores le tiraban piedras." 

Sadness and protest surfaces as he remembers that when she died the parish priest did not 

permit her burial in the cemetery. Four barefoot men buried her at the foot of her apple 

tree and it never again gave fmit, " . . . y al llegar la primavera, en vez de flor blanca, le 

brotaban unas grandes flores cardenas de cinco petalos retorcidas como manos de ira." 

The people of Besullo used to say that she was protesdng by this gesture. But Casona felt 

that it was the land, the fog, and the legend that expressed rebellion thus against the 

intolerance and against the stupid lack of imagination that is the basis of all cmel self-

righteousness (Diaz Castafion 23). 

Casona began studies for his high school diploma at the Instituto de Jovellanos in 

Gijon. During his two years there, he became interested in literature. In fact, he 

discovered the extraordinary possibilities that the theater held with his introduction to the 

plays of Calderon at the "Teatro Jovellanos" (Plans 60). He later completed his high 

school studies at Murcia where he tried his hand at acting and writing poetry. Casona 

published for the first time and won his first awards with a historical romance, "La 

empresa del Ave Maria" (Arce 12). It was published in October of 1920 in a weekly 

magazine. In 1922 he enrolled in La Escuela Superior del Magisterio de Madrid where 

he met his future wife, Rosalia Martinez Bravo. While there he completed translations 

and a study, "El diablo: su valor literario, principalmente en Espana." He married 



Rosalia who gave birth to a daughter, Marta, during his assignment as superintendent of 

schools of the Valle de Aran. In Les, a town in this valley, his productivity increased 

greatly as he devoted his time in the isolated location to writing the drama that had 

captivated him completely. He also formed "El Pajaro Pinto," a group that initiated 

children of the region in the Spanish theater. Diaz Castafion describes this theater 

association for which Casona wrote works from 1928-1930: "Ademas su labor para los 

demas, su acfividad piiblica fue intensa y rica: "Alii donde con los chicos de la escuela el 

teatro infantil, 'El Pajaro Pinto,' fue realizado a base de repertorio primitivo, comedia de 

arte y escenificaciones de tradiciones en dialecto aranes" (57). 

Casona penned "La sirena varada" in 1929, submitted it four years later, and won 

the Lope de Vega prize. In 1930 he compiled the poems titled La flauta del sapo. In 1933 

he received the Premio Nacional de la Literatura for his Flor de Leyendas, a collection of 

stories for children. 

The renowned educator, Manuel B. Cossio, opened an exemplary chapter in 

Spain's public schools when he initiated the "Misiones Pedagogicas" and enlisted Casona 

as director (Plans 82). In this program students from the university put on the plays of the 

famous dramatists of Spain's Golden age of drama. Casona asserts that what he learned 

about his pueblo and his theater he leamed in this traveling group that brought Spain's 

dramatic heritage to the people. He combined his love of the drama with his love of 

teaching and took the opportunity to write plays and disseminate culture through this 

traveling group. He states: "Si alguna obra bella puedo enorguUecerme de haber hecho 

en mi vida, fue aquella; si algo serio he aprendido sobre pueblo y teatro, fue alii dondc lo 

aprendi. Trescientas actuaciones al frente de un cuadro estudiantil y ante publicos de 



sabiduria, emocion y lenguaje primitivos son una educadora experiencia" (Diaz Castafion 

77). 

The Retablo Jovial is a compilation of the works that Casona wrote for the 

children's theater. His adaptation of an Oscar Wilde play. El crimen de Lord Arturo 

opened in 1935. A dramatic version of a novel by the Cuban writer, Hemandez Cata,"El 

misterio de Maria Celeste" also opened. Then in 1935 Otra vez el diablo and Nuestra 

Natacha were staged. The latter play, to Casona's surprise, was judged by many to be a 

leftist revolutionary statement by him against the traditional educational establishment. 

Casona refutes allegations of such a revolutionary stance saying that his drama is rather 

the expression of the problems of each day that urges and disquiets us and to which we 

devote so great and dramatic a resource as education (Arce 16). The political situation in 

Spain influenced the excellent public reception of the play but also made it impossible for 

Casona to continue his promising career there. So at age 34 he barely escaped the 

country with his life like so many other writers. From 1935 until 1963 his works were 

presented all over the world. In Latin America his contributions extended to film, radio, 

and lectures at Universities. 

After an absence of twenty-five years, he decided in 1962 to retum to his beloved 

home, and his public welcomed him with open arms. His works were produced in 

succession in several theaters throughout Madrid and Barcelona. And at times more than 

one of his plays was playing at once. Arce lists Casona's dramatic works and the Spanish 

openings following his repatriation: 

Los arboles mueren de pie -1963, 

La tercera palabra -1957. 



La barca sin pescador -1963, 

La casa de los siete balcones - 1964, 

El caballero de las espuelas de oro - 1964, 

Las tres perfectas casadas - 1965, 

La sirena varada - 1965, 

Prohibido suicidarse en primavera-1965. 

Siete gritos en el mar - 1965^ 

Nuestra Natacha - 1966 (Arce 19). 

On September 17, 1965, one of Spain's most beloved playwrights died from 

complicafions of heart surgery. 

Attitude and Characteristics 

Casona's works communicate his positive attitude toward humanity. Often, for 

example, the conflict resolves onto a plane of optimism and hope rather than to an 

outright happy ending. Likewise, when the character overcomes an obstacle or realizes 

its inevitability and accepts destiny, a measure of peace or at least hope for the future is 

attained. Usually, inner growth brings about a positive change in the attitude of the 

character after he or she has suffered, stimulating a realization of his or her ultimate self-

actuated personality. Critics attribute Casona's tendency to express the realization of a 

greater good to his pedagogia del alma or need to teach that has informed all his works. 

A fervor to educate that is intrinsic in Casona's personality flows into his work and joins 

with his optimism to create works that probe deeper into the character. Cervello-

Margalef explains: 



Pedagogia del alma deja entrever algo mucho mas profundo y personal. 
Es esa actitud eminentemente optimista que informa todo su teatro. El esta 
convencido del triunfo final de la fantasia y del bien. El caracter pedagogico del 
teatro de Casona se basa en la adecuacion del personaje con su ser ideal con su 
destino, y no en los buenos consejos que en el se puedan dar. (23) 

Casona's work combines fantasy and reality in a poetic manner. Cervello-

Margalef expresses it thus: "El juego poefico de Casona consiste esencialmente en 

yuxtaponer el mundo fantastico con el real." This observer further describes the 

juxtaposition of characters as well: 

Julio Roldon es la version nueva de Pipo. En La tercera palabra, Julio se 
aprovecho de una pasajera debilidad de Marga, para humillarla. Esta antitesis se 
convierte, en otros casos, en la contraposicion de buenos y malos. Al igual que 
Pipo, el amo del circo, de la miseria de Sirena. Frente a estos dos personajes, 
coloca Casona a Pablo y Ricardo, respectivamente. (12) 

His innovadve placement of reality in fantasy and fantasy in reality manifests itself in the 

Dama of La dama del alba. In the guise of a simple pilgrim on her way to a shrine, she 

appears out of the mist manifesting human traits with mystery from beyond the world of 

quotidian reality. Her drab clothing contrasts with and accentuates her unusual beauty. 

In an unusual contraposition, life and death are present within one character. Life or its 

symbols bubble up in her and are expressed in her reaction to the children and their 

laughter; yet she is affiliated with and incamates Death. She seems astonished by the 

pounding that she scarcely recognizes as the beat of her own heart, a symbol of life. 

Moreover, this personified fleshly allegory of Death feels regret for her inability to be 

totally a woman or a mother. Dama expresses her plight: "Comprendes ahora lo amargo 

de mi desfino? Presenciar todos los dolores sin poder llorar . . .Tener todos los 

sentimientos de una mujer sin poder usar ninguno. . . ." (O.C. 782). Ranalli concludes 

that Casona presents with poetic imagination " . . .a basic preoccupation with humanity 



and its relafion to the etemal verities of life . . .Casona investigates the relations existing 

between life and death, between reality and fantasy, between good and evil" (76). 

The interplay between fantasy and reality has often been interpreted as a flight 

from reality or "evasionist theater" in Casona. Using "Prohibido suicidarse en primavera" 

as an example, Cervello-Margalef explains that Casona does not favor a flight to the 

world of evasion but rather the opposite. This critic writes: 

Cuando el Doctor Roda proporciona a los huespedes de su sanatorio todos los 
medios imaginables con que poder suicidarse, convierte este acto en la cosa mas 
trivial que sea dado imaginar. Al perder su aureola romantica, se ve claro, que "el 
suicidio no arregla nada", por ser una negacion, y que la linica manera digna de 
solucionar los problemas es afrontarlos de pie. (12) 

The playwright's tendency to take known myths and incorporate them into his plots 

parallels his direct and indirect allusions to characters from literature. Consequently, 

charges of plagiarism were leveled, citing several of his works. Bemal relates: 

Observamos asi en el teatro de Casona ciertos personajes que se apoyan en mitos 
literarios universales como son don Juan, Segismundo, Fausto y Ariel, y cuya 
genealogia conocemos debido, a veces, a expresa declaracion del autor, como en 
el caso de Segismundo: otras veces porque resulta evidente por el nombre de la 
persona dramatica y en otras ocasiones porque salta a la vista el parentesco con el 
mito, a pesar de su desplanzamiento o de su contemplacion desde una nueva 
perspectiva. (170) 

Throughout his career Casona offered his version of the devil, a penchant Moon 

attributes to "affinity for folk material." Moreover, Moon affirms that the use of the devil 

permits expression of "people's basic concepts of life, inherent and universal concepts." 

The universaHty that is noted by critics in Casona's work generates a use of opposites for 

contrasting such archetypal symbols (40). Moon states: 

The archetypal view of woman, moreover, offers another case in point. The Great 
Mother, Good Mother, and Earth Mother contrast with the Terrible Mother; the 



Soul Mate contrasts with the Siren and the femme fatale. So with the archetypal 
hero. If, on the one hand, we can point to a hero who is dedicated to the salvation 
of the kingdom, on the other hand we must be able to find one form of villain bent 
upon its destmction, an antihero opposed to the hero. (40) 

He stamped these universal types with his own coloration, declaring his 

humanitarian concems. Genuine human types, magnified or idealized, manifest in his 

drama rendering precise his message. Casona employs the devil, for example, to 

silhouette evil in the life of the protagonist, which prompts him to examine his actions 

more closely. The devil's entrance clarifies to Richard in La barca sin pescador, his own 

capacity for cold indifference to a fellow human life and the realization prompts him to 

change direction. In the process he finds the good in the sincere country ways that are 

contrasted to the callous practices that characterize his business world. 

Casona applied unprecedented artistry to the theatrical techniques that Spain's 

rich theatrical heritage had produced, and bestowed his original poetic cast. This study 

will examine Casona's treatment of women and the attendant characteristics of his drama, 

applying the archetypal analysis developed by C.G.Jung. 



Review of Literature 

Most of the studies that analyze Casona's drama date from the decade of the 

sixties. Jose Plans produced a unique biography from an interview whose chapters were 

labeled by the parts of a tree, representing a favored symbol employed by Casona, as a 

tribute to his lyricism. It is a primary biographical source for more recent accounts of 

Casona's life. Arce provided an invaluable compilation of Casona's later writing and a 

biographical sketch partially based on Plans' earlier work. 

Daniel Lopez explains in, "The portrayal of Women in the Theater of Alejandro 

Casona" (1981) that no comprehensive study has been made of the female characters in 

Casona's drama (10). The ensuing decades produced little in this area as well. The 

purpose of this study, therefore, is to examine closely Casona's female characters for 

archetypes in view of the absence of a specific study. I utilized several dissertations that 

explained the characteristics of his drama or treated an aspect of the female characters in 

order to add to my understanding of Casona's drama. Of value to this investigation was 

a comprehensive study of Casona's life and work by Harold Moon in 1983 that mentions 

archetypes in reference to the collective values or images that Casona applied. He notes 

that Casona tended to juxtapose archetypal characters (83). Moon did not study the 

archetypes in depth, nor in the female characters, in particular, however. He did consider 

Casona's portrayal of the devil, an archetype that has been noted by his early critics for 

its distinct characterization. "La Esteriotipia del Mito el Diablo y la Muerte en Casona" 

by Connie Lynn Tchir in 1993 is the most recent. Noting Casona's lyrical depiction of 

death as a woman with human needs, Mary Julia Collins notes the originality as well as 

the influence of Spaniards for it in her study entitled, "Neo-Romanticism in Alejandro 
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Casona," which affirms: "This view of death is a more liberal and most distinctively 

Casonian one. [He] Attempts to change the popular consensus about death by rendering 

it more human It is this process of humanization that singles out Casona's description 

of death as one of his Neo-Romantic characterisfics" (79). Collins points to the ways in 

which Casona's depiction of the devil, for example, differs from the common description 

of the archetype. 

Several dramas were omitted from the present study. Siete gritos en el mar is 

considered a Freudian work, as is La Have en el desvan, therefore, were considered less 

suitable for Jungian analysis. Tres diamantes v una muier does not contain enough 

archetypal material. La molinera de arcos and Sinfonia Inacabada were omitted because 

their stories were not original works by Casona, but versions of previously treated 

themes. 

Casona's noted traits of optimism, eagemess to instmct and universality that may 

have spurred a conscious or deliberate use of archetypes in the female characters are 

integrated into my archetypal search. Universality commonly noted by students and 

critics of Casona is achieved, in part, through the collective images or archetypes that 

manifest upon art and literature, directly or indirectly as described by Jung. Studies that 

relate the symbols applied and characterized in his drama were particularly used for this 

study inasmuch as archetypes or images that emerge from the collective unconscious are 

revealed through symbols. Simbolo, mito, v leyenda en el teatro de Casona, by Hilda 

Bemal Labrada, inferred evidence of archetypes through expression of his symbols, 

revealing a preponderance of feminine symbols that further supported the existence of 
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archetypal material (Bemal). "El simbolo en el Teatro de Alejandro Casona" by Jose 

Pedro Soler also explores the simbols employed by Casona. 

The larger number of female protagonists in Casona's plays and the greater 

psychological detail in their presentation is an indication of the high standing that woman 

held for Casona. To counter the interpretation of Casona's portrayals of women as 

mysogenistic, Collins affirms: 

"Casona's treatment of most of his female characters to this point has been 
a sympathefic one for he views women as individuals capable of decisions equal 
to those of their male counterparts and often showing astute wisdom and 
judgement. His depiction of Chole as a journalist in Prohibido suicidarse en 
primavera exemplifies Casona's belief that a woman is capable of working in 
society in posiUons formerly held only by men" (79). 

Collins follows with an example from La tercera palabra where Casona removes, 

. . . traditional barriers by having Pablo accept a woman instead of a man 
as his teacher. His liberal twentieth century emphasis on the rights of women 
shows a woman who is actually more intelligent than a man, with the man himself 
admitting it and allowing her to teach him. Casona's emphasis, then, on the 
necessity of the equality of woman in a world previously dominated by men is 
clearly indicative of his liberal Neo-Romantic bent. (84) 

Charles H. Leighton, an early critic quoted in James Albert Cummins', "The 

Effect of Disillusionment in the Characters in the plays of Alejandro Casona" expresses 

this viewpoint: "By his own admission Casona also exalts and reveres womankind." 

Another pertinent comment concerning archetypes from the same critic underscores 

another fact about archetypal investigation. He states "Estela, who represents the 

exaltation of womanhood commonly associated with the cult of the Virgin Mary acts as 

an intermediary for Ricardo" (29). The variance of Leighton's classification of Estela 

with mine demonstrates that archetypes may be taken from different sources, and, 

therefore, often receives different designations. The particular aptitude for relationship 
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and forgiveness attributed by Leighton to the "cult of the Virgin Mary" is referred to as 

"Eros" in the present study. 

Casona's crifics refer to his brilliant use of a combination of fantasy and reality 

and the universality of his themes. Some have disparaged his work as belonging to the 

"theater of illusion" that was making its entrance when Casona arrived upon the drama 

scene. Moon clarifies that crificism placing Casona's theater into the class of "theater of 

illusion" is disputed by Leighton's thesis: "Casona's characters are led to realize that 

their illusions are mere escapes from life's problems, not solutions to them" (79). 

Attempfing to explain the critics' objections, Cervello-Margalef attributes Casona's 

difficulties to the theater's evolving state: " . . .en la prensa alemana reflejaron 

claramente el dilema, que, por lo demas, se repitiria afios mas tarde en Espafta, de 

hallarse a caballo entre dos generaciones. Y como no es posible servir al mismo tiempo a 

dos senores, de ahi que el teatro de Casona haya venido a convertirse en piedra de 

contradiccion entre dos maneras diferentes de entender el teatro, y la vida misma, la 

fantastica y la real" (145). 

Diaz Castafion summarizes early criticism of Casona following his success with 

the drama, Nuestra Natacha in which critics in the Spanish media (ABC) agreed with the 

general consensus that Natacha had a brilliant beginning and an intense central nucleus. 

The article quoted Valbuena Prat on the play's rosy beginning and Ruiz Ramon who 

praised the drama as a beautiful fable, rich in emotion and poetry and spiritually 

ingenious. They complained, however, that once put in place, the action was bound by 

its excessive idealization that limited the tmth and impoverished its significance (109). 

All were in agreement that Nuestra Natacha was admirably staged. Signifant in the 
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evaluation of the tone of criticism during this pre-war period, is the atmosphere of 

repression that contributed to the determination by the political left and right that the play 

was revolutionary (113). 

Literary critics have applied archetypes developed by Jung and his followers to 

the exegesis and interpretation of many works. The scarcity of archetypal analysis of 

Casona's women characters led me to apply Jung's psychological explanation of 

archetypes directly to examples in the nine dramas where they could be applied. Several 

works of Jung were used as a primary source for accessing archetypes because he 

concieved the system later propagated by his school. A critical work by Bettina Knapp 

provided one convincing argument for use of archetypal theory for the understanding of 

literary works (ix). And Jacoby's, The Analytical Psychology of C.G.Jung and the 

Problem of Literary Evaluation provided a helpful sample of the application of literary 

evaluation (59). Mirrors of the Self compiled invaluable clarification of the 

psychological aspects of archetypes (Sugg). Rachel Fitzgerald's article also provided 

helpful explanations of Jung's archetypes. 

In addition to terms and concepts from the Jungian school, recent material from 

psychologists with a Jungian-feminist perspective provided "goddess" terms that take 

their terminology from the goddesses in Greek myths. Bolens and Kaela Kory utilized 

descriptions that were found appropriate for use with certain characters. This 

invisfigation indicates that the discernment of archetypal images in a work of literature 

brings a better understanding of the writer's design. 
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CHAPTER II 

ESfFLUENCE OF ARCHETYPES IN CASONA 

Casona recognizes that when he begins to write, familiar human types, 

remembered passages and the distinct atmosphere that surrounds them are awakened 

from the recesses of his subconscious: 

Yo estoy cierto de que tan pronto me pongo a planear un argumento, comienzan a 
despertarse en mi subconsciencia los tipos y parajes de la tierra donde mis ojos se 
abrieron a la maravilla de la luz: --diria en Buenos Aires a Eduardo Zamacois en 
1951—aquella Asturias lluviosa, nubosa, que en mis reminiscencias de nifio 
huele a bosque y a herbazales mojados; la Asturias de las minas y del mar, de los 
derricaderos ingentes, tajados a pico, y de las cumbres inaccesibles perdidas en el 
misterio gris de la niebla. (Diaz Castafion 30) 

Casona often sets his work in a landscape resembling the region of his birth, 

Asturias, and he employs the legends and superstitions of his beloved homeland. In his 

play. La dama del alba, the heightening of psychic agitation primes the superstition 

already present in the home as a natural trait of the inhabitants of Asturias on the night 

that the Dama appears on the scene. Casona skillfully portrays the stirring of superstition 

in the nervous reactions to the pilgrim's mysterious appearance as well as the 

reminiscence of legends that surround "el dia de San Juan," the midsummer feast day that 

coincides with the anniversary of the disappearance of the family's beloved daughter. 

Archetypal Sources 

Casona's references to images that emerge from his unconscious are suggestive of 

those that had interested the analytical psychologist, Jung. The occurrence of similar 

recurring pattems that manifested in the dreams of his patients captured Jung's interest. 
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He broadened his investigations to the myths and fairy tales that he found in literature in 

order to find evidence of pattems. The pattems that he discovered are what he designated 

as archetypes. The conception became archetypal psychoanalytical theory. Bettina 

Knapp explains the origin of the theory: 

Carl Gustav Jung sought to "engage the response of the whole man" in the 
psychoanalytic process, not merely the intellectual nor solely the sexual. To this 
end he studied myths and legends, cultural manifestations of all kinds in both a 
personal and universal frame of reference. This exploration gave him insights 
into primordial images, archetypes of the collective unconscious, (ix) 

Ulanov explains that Jung, " . . . found the word [archetype] in the work of Saint 

Augusfine and with it a great cluster of associations reaching back to the Greek roots of 

the word and its employment by Plato and Aristotle and the pre-Socratic philosophers" 

(21). Jung's archetypes describe the images that are the starting points, guiding principles 

or the underlying essence in things (21). According to Carolyn Zerbe Enns, for Jung, 

The archetypes that are highly important in the shaping of personality and 
behavior . . .are (a) the persona, which symbolizes the mask one wears to present 
a favorable impression of the self and to gain social acceptance; (b) the shadow, 
which personifies the negative, antisocial, animalistic side of each person that 
must be tamed to avoid destmctive personal behavior; (c) the anima, which 
depicts the unconscious feminine side of the male psyche; and (d) the animus, 
which expresses the unconscious masculine side of the female psyche. The 
archetypes of anima-animus and shadow-persona embody opposing qualities that 
are present within each person. The mature person has integrated these polarities. 
(128)^ 

Jung initiated the archetypal investigations; his students have elaborated, 

explained and expanded their forms. Comparison to the archetypes as delineated by Jung 

and his followers through the scmtiny of the particular features an author gives his 

characters, as well as an examination of their actions according to their archetype, 

enables a fresh appraisal of a literary work. Indirect mythological references or allusions 
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and unconscious motivations that work within the psyche of the protagonist may be 

searched out to provide further insights, for example. Though Jung purports to keep his 

study on general, non-specific terms, it is noted that " . . .the original formulations of 

many archetypes convey elements of gender bias and dualistic thinking about masculinity 

and femininity" (128).^ 

The psychological influence of unconscious images parallels the effect that 

writers and artists have on their audiences, whether intentionally or inadvertently. 

Literary investigations have found value in archetypal analysis for providing deeper 

interpretations of works of literature, and like psychologists who now make use of 

archetypes for facilitating the process of revealing to their patients the hidden images that 

may be a source of neurosis, the writer also may bring archetypes forth into 

consciousness. It is not asserted that the artist creates archetypes consciously but rather 

that he or she achieves access to the collective unconscious and therefore, the archetypes 

appear. Of benefit to the audience, like the patient, is the chance to control or be released 

from the hold that the image may be exerting. The high incidence of unconscious images 

or archetypes in Casona's works may partially be explained by his fondness for the use of 

legends and myths, for example. Moreover, there are indications that his use of 

archetypes harmonizes with his strong inclination to teach with his works. 

Searching out the archetypes is a useful exercise for a deeper understanding of 

Casona's theater, characters, themes and style. The women created by Casona share 

certain characterisfics and in varying strengths. These traits fall under the confines of the 

feminine and some are delineated as the "Great Mother" archetype. In an extensive and 
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complex investigation of the stmcture and development of the archetype of the female, 

Erick Neumann (a psychologist of the Jungian school) elaborates essential attributes: 

A configured form of the Great Mother has emerged from the primordial 
archetype. Now an order is discemible in the elements. She has three forms: the 
good, the terrible, and the good-bad mother. The good feminine (and masculine) 
elements configure the Good Mother, who, like the Terrible Mother containing 
the negafive elements, can also emerge independently from the unity of the Great 
mother. The third form is that of the Great Mother who is good-bad and makes 
possible a union of positive and negative attributes. Great Mother, Good Mother, 
and Terrible Mother form a cohesive archetypal group. (21) 

The interpretations that follow Jung's original concept produce new terminologv' 

and applications that are useful. Toni Wolff, a student and mistress of Jung, delineated 

the archetypes of the feminine as the Mother, the Hetaira, the Amazon, and the Medium 

(Wehr 42). Her formulafion placed the forms of the archetypes in a variety of realms. 

For Wolff, " . . .the mother encompasses the entire range of the feminine . . .it is only 

one of four possibilifies of female developmenf' (42). In her schema the figures of the 

mother and the "hetaira," or etemal companion, appear in the sphere of intimate 

relationshps, while the Amazon and the medial woman appear in reference to the 

woman's possiblilites in the impersonal social world" (42). For other Jungians, the 

mother is " . . . the embodiment of an ideal of self-sacrificial caring for "all that in a man 

is in the process of becoming" (Lauter 51). 

Another archetype considered that is relevant to Casona's work is the "persona." 

The temi "persona," taken from the Latin, refers to the ancient actor's mask that was 

worn in the solemn ritual plays. Jung uses the term to characterize the expressions of the 

archetypal drive toward an adaptation to extemal reality and collectivity. Our personas 

represent the roles we play on the worldly stage; they are the masks we carry throughout 
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this game of living in extemal reality. The "persona" is among the archetypes that are 

pivotal in two of the women that will be analyzed. For example, Angelica of La dama 

del alba and Ada of Tres perfectas casadas owe their suffering to the disparity between 

their "persona" and the course they've chosen. Angelica chooses to leave her husband, 

an action that is uncharacteristic of her "Maiden" archetype and therefore a danger to her 

"Persona." Ada, on the other hand, chooses to maintain her "Persona" and avoid a 

relationship with Ferran to save it and prevent the destmction of harmony in her family. 

In contrast, Ferran's Persona is unmasked, and the naked tmth exposes his deep-felt love 

for Ada. 

Archetypes have a negative form and a positive form. The extreme negative is 

termed the "Shadow." Knapp explains: "The shadow archetype includes those 

characteristics that the ego considers negative or unacceptable as personified in dreams 

and myths within the given work of literature" (xii). 

Jacoby connects archetypes to symbols: 

The archetype itself is abstract, but it can take on the guise of thousands of 
possible symbols in which it manifests itself to the human consciousness. And so, 
ever new symbols arise, conveying a connection between the modem 
consciousness and the etemally human in a vaguely sensed way and, at the same 
time, opening up new possiblilities of consciousness. (125) 

The Feminine Archetype Manifests in Casona's 
Life and Characters 

The Feminine 

The capacity that Casona displays for bringing the image of the feminine out of a 

collective unconscious, perhaps, flows from his own conscious reverence for his parents 

and the profession he shared with them—teaching. With the qualities of sacrifice. 
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patience, and protection that are necessary in the teacher, the association with the 

"Feminine" is undeniable. Furthermore, Casona retained the pedagogical attribute of 

educator in his works; although, he left the teaching profession and tumed completely to 

writing for the theater. "Pedagogia del alma" described by Robles refers to Casona's 

aspiration to educate through his works.^ Also, his inclination toward pedagogy can be 

seen in his elaboration of the stagnant mother ofLa dama del alba and the grandmother in 

Los arboles mueren de pie, in which Casona creates characters that have veered from 

healthy states of equilibrium to unstable, harmful forms because of a trauma. He then 

allows the spectator to experience their retum to inner strength, thereby permitting the 

gamering of insights into their own self-knowledge without resorting to didactic means. 

The Great Mother is Universal 

Jung asserts that archetypes spring from the unconscious. However, there is 

ample evidence that Casona came by his knowledge of feminine archetypes consciously 

through inheritance and a close relationship with his mother. Casona's lyricism and his 

talents in poetry were traits he shared with her. Evidence that Casona inherited these 

talents from his mother can be found in comments from those that knew her and observed 

their relationship. Arce describes the likeness: 

La inclinacion poetica, la sensibilidad de espiritu de Alejandro pueden 
haber sido heredados de su madre, que segun quienes la conocieron adoraba la 
poesia y tenia un alma de excepcional sensibilidad, aunque siempre se negase a 
publicar lo que su hija Matutina llamaba con temura "sus cuentos maravillosos." 
El editor de Casona en Norteamerica, Shoemaker, dice tambien que "su gusto por 
poesia asi como por los paisajes, la soledad y la fantasia le vino a Casona 
tempranamente de su madre que murio en 1927", detalle que quiza le comunicara 
el mismo Casona en alguna de sus conversaciones. Casona, en efecto, ha 
revelado muchas veces que su madre fue quien le ensefio a cantar y que ella 
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misma solia entonar romances antiguos. Tal vez la influencia matema vino a 
unirse con todo lo que formaba su contomo vivencial, expecialmente en los afios 
de nifiez pasados en Asturias, para conseguir esa entrafia poetica, esa raiz de 
fantasia y esa fina sensibilidad para la percepcion del paisaje que le distinguen y 
que tan honda huella han dejado en su creacion literaria. (52) 

Casona imparts an empathetic attitude toward the circumstances women face, and 

he demonstrates his high regard for them. Hilda Bemal states, "Casona tenia un concepto 

muy elevado de la mujer, tal como lo refleja su obra . . ." (71). The central position and 

the importance that the home occupies in his life explain their significant position 

throughout his works. His setting is most often in the home of a family. Hilda Bemal 

Labrada has explored the symbols in Casona's works and affirms that the frequent use of 

the symbol of the house is a representation of the mother: 

El simbolo de la casa es, pues, en Casona, ese canto a la union familiar, 
esa admiracion por el esfuerzo de la mujer en las actividades domesticas, que 
convierte los objetos mas humildes en cosas con alma: un viejo caldero cuidado 
por una mujer, con mayor merito aiin y desinteres, si es una sirvienta, se convierte 
en el 'rebrillo rojo de los cobres'; cualquier objeto trabajado por el hombre, se 
transforma en un ente de maderas nobles. (60) 

Bemal further states: "la casa se identifica con uno mismo, la casa se asimila a la familia 

y encama el sentido maternal y protector del refugio . . . la casa se equipara a la familia, 

al hijo; para el hijo, en consecuencia, la casa es la madre" (66). 

The focus on woman in part produced the apparent disposition that critics find 

throughout Cason's work—universality. The playwright has been lauded by critics for 

his ability to position universal themes in his plays. His inclination to offer the woman 

and her realm as the point of origin obliged him to realize this desire by utilizing the 

theme that transcends time and particular cultures, the most universal of all themes-- the 

mother figure. Feminine symbols such as the sea and the river also frequently appear in 
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the works of Casona. Even the incidence of suicide that is so common is related to the 

"magna mater" or retum to the womb. The home is the usual setting for Casona's plays; 

therefore, woman, at the center of the home, is prominent. His woman character usually 

makes sacrifices for the sake of her home or for society and receives strength from her 

essential form—the "Good Mother" archetype. Furthermore, there is a "Good Mother" 

waiting to emerge from nearly all Casona's woman characters. Indeed, a pattem of 

tension outside of motherhood exists for the woman until she can fulfill her role, and the 

resolution comes when the woman realizes that aspect in her life. In many of his women 

characters, the equilibrium is lost through a trauma and the negative aspects of the "Great 

Mother" become prominent. The "Terrible Mother" described by Neumann manifests 

because the loss of a child, a parent or a lover, causes her to become entrenched in a 

psychic immobility. This "Shadow" upsets the family's peace. The deformed state adds 

complexity and its consequences become pivotal to the drama. La dama del alba, and 

Los arboles mueren de pie exhibit this pattem. 

The majority of female characters demonstrate growth from past difficulties. 

Estela of La barca sin pescador, responds to her loss by continuing her dead husband's 

fight to keep his boat at great physical and psychological cost to her. Elsa of Romance 

en tres noches also retums to the home of the man who inspired her to leave her past life, 

and she keeps his business funcfioning during his flight from the shattered image of his 

"Maiden." Similarly, Telva of La dama del alba, reacts with renewed strength following 

the loss of her family. In Nuestra Natacha, the protagonist's victimization by the 

reformatory system dictates her intent to save others from the suffering that she endured. 
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In another group the source of suffering in the past has been abuse at the hands of 

a lover or a father. Sirena's abuse, for example, causes the insanity that aligns her 

perfectly with the other characters of La sirena varada in their flight fi-om reality. Marga 

of La tercera palabra has a past alliance with a "Don Juan" type who threatens Pablo's 

idealized image or "anima projection" of her. Neither he nor Richard, Sirena's lover, can 

accept a less than ideal female until they have grown. Significantly, both Marga and 

Sirena reach for strength as they discover their unexpected pregnancy. 

Analysis of Casona's works shows his consistent interest in the varying forms of 

the "Great Mother" archetype. Several forms of the archetype appear in his drama and 

frequently propel the plot. Moreover, the "Feminine" is prominent in various guises. 

For the purposes of this investigation, a description that Jung found in his studies of 

analytical psychology and in the mi^hs that he employed helps to clarify the mother 

archetype generally. The range of features extends to positive and negative aspects: 

The qualities associated with it are matemal solicitude and sympathy; the 
magic authority of the female; the wisdom and spiritual exaltation that transcend 
reason; any helpful instinct or impulse; all that is benign, all that cherishes and 
sustains, that fosters growth and fertility. The place of magic transformation and 
rebirth, together with the underworld and its inhabitants, are presided over by the 
mother. On the negative side the mother archetype may connote anything secret, 
hidden, dark; the abyss, the world of the dead, anything that devours, seduces and 
poisons, that is terrifying and inescapable like fate, the ambivalence of these 
attributes as "the loving and terrible mother . . .These are three essential aspects of 
the mother: her cherishing and nourishing goodness, her orgiastic emotionality, 
and her Stygian depths. (Jung, A. F.l 10) 

With the feminine at the center, the archetypal writer has a wealth of 

psychological causes and effects from which to create. Using the negative form of the 

mother, the plot takes a likely course in which the psyche of the character takes the lead. 

Another resource for character exploration is available when he focuses on the effects of 
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her positive or negafive influence. Moreover, her influence reaches out in many 

directions because, as Eric Neumann points out, the mother archetype has at its core the 

idea of female relationship to the child and to the male (Lauter 74). 

Casona's women present more complexity than Jung applied, and Toni Wolffs 

interpretation offers more distinctions within the feminine and helps to clarify the "Great 

Mother" he portrayed. Her system aligns the archetypes according to the fundamental 

relationship orientation: "Both Mother and Hetaira forms relate personally, yet the 

Mother finds fulfillment in caring for and protecting others, in psychological contrast to 

the Hetaira, who finds fulfillment in friendship and companionship, inspiring individual 

expression" (Fitzgerald 35). 

Casona's inclinafion to juxtapose opposites surfaces in La dama del alba with his 

pairing of Adela with the memory of Angelica. The first is the "Maiden," "Good 

Mother," while the second is more closely related to the "Hetaira" because she 

demonstrates independence from the collective value system when she mns away with 

another after three days of marriage. 

Generally in Casona, the woman who works outside the home manifests her 

"Good Mother" archetype indirectly in the pursuit of a profession associated with the 

feminine, such as teaching; Marga of La tercera palabra, is in this category. However, the 

circumstance of becoming a mother conquers all distractions and predicaments, conveys 

to her the power to master any situation, and becomes the focus of her life. Therefore, 

when she achieves the ideal form, "Good Mother," an optimistic resolution is possible, 

regardless of the path taken. Optimism also results from the attitude that human life will 
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move forward and confinue on its course with a measure of contentment and hope if not 

total happiness. 

Casona's justaposifion of opposites and universality are consistent with his use of 

archetypes. Correspondingly, his inclination to teach inductively with symbolic 

characters and his resolutions that achieve optimism when a character reaches her "ideal 

self each are conveyed by archetypal techniques. 

Thesis 

The prominent characteristics that crifics have noted in Casona's drama proceed 

directly from or correlate strongly with his striking treatment of the female roles. 

Moreover, the women in Casona's drama present propitious examples of the feminine 

archetypes as explored by Jung and his school. The following dramas will be investigated 

with the aim of revealing the archetypes that are manifest or symbolically implicit in 

Casona's characterization of women: Los arboles mueren de pie. La dama del alba, Tres 

perfectas casadas. La tercera palabra, Nuestra Natacha, Romance en tres noches. La 

Sirena varada. Corona de amor y muerte, Prohibido suicidarse en primavera. La casa de 

los siete balcones, and La barca sin pescador. 
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Notes 

Carolyn Jerbe Enns quotes Daisy (1978) and Goldberg, in "Archetypes and 
Gender: Goddesses, Wariors, and Psychological Health," 127. 

Saenz de Robles wrote the preface to the Tomo I of Obres Completas Literature. 

^ Enns' quote referring to mysogyny in Jung's literary analysis is included in order 
to redirect misplaced responsibility for that attribute in Casona. Furthermore, I provide 
evidence of Casona's high regard for women in previous sections. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE COLLECTIVE UNCONSCIOUS 
REQUIRES SACRIFICE 

Sacrifices by the central characters in the two dramas that follow enable 

tranquillity to retum to their homes. Angelica is propelled to her sacrifice by "la dama." 

Ada, in addition to her own sacrifice of tuming from the temptation that Ferran presents 

asks a supreme sacrifice of him for the sake of her family. 

La dama del alba 

La madre 

The central figure of Casona's most famous drama is a tormented mother 

suffering the loss of her daughter. The absence of a name for the mother other than the 

generic matemal indicator, Madre, reveals a symbolic and universal function in the 

drama. The home is under her protective, oppressive and yet devouring, influence. She 

forbids the children to go to school for fear that they may drown like Angelica, their 

sister. They can no longer even play because their mother is so distraught. Her trauma 

has resulted in a "shadow" complex in which Madre cannot free herself of the need to 

wallow in her grief, producing psychic stagnation. And concurrent to the following 

description of the pitfalls inherent in the mother archetype, Madre is in the midst of a 

decline: 

The mothering instinct in its static aspects tends to renounce subjecti\ e 
wishes in order to be inert, to be present to the other. In its dynamic aspects, it 
reaches out in caring and responding to the needs of other, even if this involves 
great inconvenience or pain to oneself These containing aspects of the matemal 
imply a brooding quality of feminine thought and memory, conducive to a 
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masochistic mmination over old hurts, carefully stored and brought out now and 
again to be reinspected and relived. (Jung, A.F 200) 

Her tme identity of "Good Mother" has moved towards the opposite shadow form—the 

"Devouring Mother." Marie-Louise Von Franz describes a reaction such as Madre 

displays as a possession by the Animus: 

The mother goddess who has been ignored appears as a personification of 
hurt feelings, vanity, or resentment. She is the source of things going wrong, and 
of evil in women, in a tremendous number of cases [It] is that archetypal reaction 
of not getting over a hurt, or resentment, or [results] through being disappointed 
in the feeling realm, and then being overpowered by the animus. (31) 

Telva 

As Casona is apt to do, he balances the negative, Madre, with the positive in 

Telva, the housekeeper. This "double" reveals a heroic capacity in overcoming an even 

greater trauma—the loss of all seven of her beloved sons and husband in a single mining 

accident. Casona's lyricism evinces itself as Telva recounts her response to their death-

the planting of a tree for each of the lives that she must give to the earth. In this manner 

she grasps a positive, vital image for strengthening her own psychological support, and 

resists the depressed passivity into which Madre has fallen. And with this act she 

resolves to face life and to continue her work to sustain her through her grief 

Dama 

A mysterious visitor arrives out of the mist enroute to a religious shrine. The 

customs of the household require that she be welcomed into the warm home though they 

cannot hide their fear: "Peregrina . . .(a los nifios, que la contemplan curiosos agarrados 
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a la falda de TELVA) ^Y vosotros? Os van a crecer los ojos si me seguis mirando asi. 

<̂ No OS atreveis a acercaros?" (767) ^ 

Casona creates an atmosphere of wonder that surrounds the supra-ordinate being. 

Harold Moon describes her manner: 

She is capable of warm gratitude, and delights in her qualities of woman 
hood, even though unable to express them. At one point, she even contemplates 
herself in Adela's mirror with "feminine curiousity," providing another example 
of Casona's impeccable equilibrium in blending the worlds of the natural and the 
supematural. (74) 

Dama is Casona's response to the affliction that has befallen the home. She provides the 

force of nature that will divert destiny. His talent for infusing fantasy with reality is 

personified in the beautiful lady. As her spirit is revealed she manifests the traits of the 

"Good Mother" with her love and concem for the children. She is immediately taken w ith 

their energy and laughter, becoming engrossed in telling them stories and playing 

traditional children's games with them, and they infect her with their vigor. Exhaustion 

grips her and she falls asleep and misses her appointed time for delivering Martin's death; 

for, she is Casona's novel version of death personified. 

The Dama is a "Medial" form of the archetype. Her connectedness to the 

children and her defense of the family from Angelica's dismptive retum would infer the 

"Good Mother." Later, however, her seemingly cmel demand that Angelica give up her 

life and allow Adela to live life as her proxy shows that personality being displaced by 

the cold calculating qualities of the "Medial" woman who is " . . . immersed in the 

psychic atmosphere of her environment and the spirit of her times . . .in the collective 

(impersonal) unconscious" (Fitzgerald 86). By reminding Angelica that the break from 

her image has hurt her family, Dama is able to convince her to retreat from her shattered 
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self into "the happy death." The negative aspect of the "Wise Woman" archetype that is 

the dominant archetype for the "Medium" best explains this aspect of the Dama: 

[The negative force]. . . is expressed in the swamping effect of objective 
psychic contents on an individual ego that is weak or even entirely lacking. Then, 
instead of being a Medium, a woman's personal identity becomes simply a means 
of articulation for the objecfive psyche and can tum into an agent of confusion or 
destmction. This is symbolized by the witch, or by fortunetellers who assume the 
power of the unconscious as their own . . . . (209) 

Though the Dama aspires to be tmly a "Good Mother," she, in fact, represents 

the cultural and collecfive demands of society. Her wistful memory, for example, of the 

man whose beautiful eyes her touch could not resist betrays a resistance to her 

enslavement to the fatality that is her destiny. In agreement with her archetype Dama or 

the "Medial woman," may feel driven by a destiny that is not her own, or driven to 

experience as a personal fate something that does not really belong to her" (Fitzgerald 

209). The Dama's archetype contributes to shaping Casona's characterization of an 

inevitable and unyielding death that is the solution to the inopportune retum of Angelica, 

the disturbing element for the ideal state of equilibrium. Moreover, his very human 

portrayal of Death applies her tender matemal faculfies to arousing Angelica's devotion 

to her family, appealing to her protecfive, loving side while shrewdly enticing her 

individual self-interest with the prospect of collective esteem. Though Angelica loses her 

life and her opportunity to become a mother, she achieves the numinosity of the"Great 

Mother" in the collective unconscious. 
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Adela 

The drama's characteristically dynamic progression continues as Martin retums 

after neariy falling from his horse when a bolt of lightning strikes near him. In his arms 

he carries a young woman whom he saved from drowning after he himself barely escaped 

injury. As if offering the virgin to the devouring sphinx, Martin carries Adela into the 

home. The Madre is reluctant to open Angelica's room to the beautiful Adela because it 

has not been touched since the night of the Angelica's disappearance. She sfill clings to 

the possibility that Angelica could retum home safely. In contrast to the strong Telva, 

Adela has responded to the emptiness in her life by seeking comfort in the river. 

Casona's recurrent motif of suicide that recalls a retum to the womb or "happy death" 

appears, foreshadowing and paralleling Angelica's fate. Adela soon fills the void that has 

been left by Angelica's departure, and serenity is restored when the mother retums to her 

"ideal self'—the "Good Mother." 

Angelica 

Stories that are related by the family reveal an ideal "Good Mother/Maiden 

archetype" evident in Angelica who is lovingly remembered: "Todo el pueblo la queria 

como si fliera suya" (OC. 772). This elevated perception eamed by her exemplary 

guardianship of her younger siblings has been guarded by Martin, though he knows of 

her uncharacterisfic flight with another man only three days after her marriage to him. 

Her hidden actions, therefore, reveal that an evolution has occurred from the eariier 

archetype to another—"Hataira." Rachel Fitzgerald notes a basic difference in forms: 
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". . . the hataira" finds fulfillment in friendship and companionship [. . .]The non-

complimentary combination . . .the "Mother-Hetaira" [is] overiy oriented to personal 

relatedness and insufficiently able to relate to impersonal objects"(35). Diaz Castafion 

summarizes her actions in contrast to the memories of her: 

Angelica, esposa de Martin de Narces, a la que todos creian ahogada y 
desaparecida en el rio, recordada obsesivamente por la Madre, regresa a la casa de 
donde partio hace afios con otro hombre, sin que Martin revelara la infidelidad, 
por lo que su imagen de victima pura e inocente se ha conservado en la memoria 
de los demas. (20) 

There is evidence in Angelica and Madre of pattems that Jung had observed in his 

studies, and he concluded: 

In the daughter of a 'devouring mother,' . . . the effects of the mother-
complex are " . . .clear uncomplicated . . .an over development of feminine 
instincts [is] indirectly caused by the mother, or weakening of them to the point of 
complete extinction . . . in the daughter a mother-complex either unduly 
stimulates or else inhibits the feminine instinct. (Jung, A.F.I 14) 

Jung further states: "The exaggeration of the feminine side means an 

intensification of all female instincts, above all the matemal instinct" (115). Angelica's 

matemal solicitude is known throughout the community. Her evolution to "Hataira," 

otherwise termed the "seductress," becomes evident only later. In this way, Casona 

cleverly provides the audience the basis for her fall from grace and subsequent 

punishment. With this drama Casona has created an archetypally rich work through 

inclusion of the "Devouring mother," the "Good Mother/Maiden," the "Medial woman," 

and the "Good Mother/Hataira." 
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Tres perfectas casadas 

The title of this drama emphasizes the deceptive facade of bliss that the married 

couples portray in the play. The first scene opens on a celebration of their shared 

wedding anniversary. This, as well as, their previous anniversaries, has been spent 

together. Only their friend, Ferran, their best man, is missing from this celebration for 

the first time in the eighteen years that it has taken place. After the champagne, the men 

retire to the den where they engage in a very different conversation in which infidelities 

and criticisms of their wives are candidly revealed. They receive the news of an airplane 

accident in which Ferran was listed among the passengers. Assuming that Ferran has 

died, Jorge complies with his wishes to read a letter on the occasion of his death. The 

letter reveals that the three wives of the men had each cheated on their husbands with 

Ferran. The husbands believe the confession because they consider the letter to be a 

deathbed confession, and, therefore, irrefutable evidence of its validity. The men are 

devastated and unsure of how to react. They decide to pretend they did not receive the 

information. Ada guesses that there is a problem when she overhears a strange 

conversation between her husband, Javier, and Clara, their daughter. In it he appears to 

be searching for traits of the deceased Ferran in Clara. Ada intuits that Javier has 

doubted her fidelity, and consequently, he is beginning to doubt that Clara is tmly his 

daughter. Ada confronts her husband who, then, reveals the found confession. She 

denies the charge of infidelity and advises Polina, another one of the wives, to do the 

same. To everyone's astonishment Ferran then arrives at her door. He, in fact, was not on 

the plane that went down. Faced with the possibility of losing her happy home, Ada 

thinks of a way to resolve the problem. Ada takes Ferran aside and poses a remedy to the 
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problem that he has caused. With her focus completely set on saving her life, marriage, 

and home, she suggests that the only fix for the devastating tmth is to create a believable 

lie. Ferran must write another confession that will be revealed, once again, after his 

death. He agrees to consider the offer and cunningly invites Ada to his home for his 

answer. Ferran arranges every detail of the evening with Ada so that memories will 

overpower her, hoping that he will be able to spend a second hour with her like the one 

he had enjoyed ten years before. When she arrives, it becomes clear that she has no 

intention of giving in to him. Moreover, having decided that she does not want his life on 

her conscience, Ada only wants the new letter that will replace the difficult tmth w ith a 

beaufiful lie. Ferran "confesses"that his life has been empty without Ada's love. 

Seducfions of other women mean nothing to him. For this reason, he is willing to do 

what Ada proposed earlier on the condition that she give him one hour of her life—his 

last. She neariy submits to Ferran, but, then, she finds her strength and resolves to leave. 

He insists that she stay, and he imposes himself upon her. In order to protect herself, she 

reaches for the gun that he has conveniently placed on the table. A shot rings out and 

Ferran is fatally shot. Ada ultimately reveals through the final kiss that she, too, has 

harbored a secret love for him. Ferran has succeeded in retuming her life to her with the 

taking of his own. 

Devouring Mother: Leopolina 

Polina's character is made distinct by her need to mother. She has no children; 

therefore, she mothers her husband. She is overiy solicitous about his health and nags 

him constantly to remember his remedies. Jorge indicates the weariness he feels at the 
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sound of her recurring phrases: " . . .Cuidado con las corrientes, tesoro; acuerdate de la 

urticaria, cielo; ^te has puesto la bolsa de agua caliente, mi vida? y la presion, y el 

metabolismo, y la infrision de manzanilla. . ." (OC. 697). He is suffocated by her 

"Devouring Mother" nature. But the knowledge of Polina's infidelity seems to liberate 

Jorge, sending him into an abusive mode. It is partly this change in their relationship that 

compels Ada to restore the previous illusion of fidelity through her lie. 

Etemal Maiden: Genoveva 

Genoveva is a minor character, significant only because she represents the 

"Etemal Maiden." Expressing his amazement to her husband, Maximo, Jorge describes 

her: "Y tu Genoveva, tan pudorosa, ^no te resulta, a veces, un exceso de castidad?. . . 

tiene ya que estar de vuelta de muchas cosas. Pues ahi teneis a Genoveva, igual que el 

dia que salio del colegio. jYo la he visto mborizarse hasta en el Museo!" (697). Jorge is 

baffled that she is still apt to blush in the museum. And yet, with all her outward 

evidence of chastity, she, too, has been unfaithful with Ferran. 

Archetypal combination: Ada 

Self-control and self-sacrifice are the hallmarks of Ada's character. For years she 

has suppressed her feelings for Ferran because despite her hour of weakness, she 

understands her proper role and has no intention of jeopardizing her conscious choice. 

Because her personality is well integrated, Ada is difficult to define archetypically. 

Fitzgerald sheds light on this many-sidedness that results from her high level of 

individuation: "Individuation depends on challenging over-identification with one form 
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and the subsequent state that leads both to inflation and to inhibition of another form's 

integration" (35). Ada is an individuated personality, and, therefore, possesses 

characteristics from several archetypes. Her protectiveness might be interpreted as 

matemal solicitude, yet the guardianship that calls her into action borders on the self-

preservation and armament of the "Amazon." The actualized Mother type is, in fact, 

affirmed to be a Mother-Amazon combination that emerges as a Mother type objectively 

oriented toward a collective group—friends and family (35). The intuitive qualities that 

Ada promptly applies in forming a plan to solve the problem for the good of her 

community, suggests that even "Medial Woman" may describe her. Therefore, a 

hierarchy of her archetypes is most useful to describe her. Supplanting the possible 

choices must be her "Persona." She lives her ideal "Good Mother" archetype, and she 

idenfifies fully with it. Therefore, "Good Mother/Maiden" archetype is her "Persona." 

Her fight is clearly to retain this "Persona" at all costs. Javier characterizes the wives' 

"Persona" in the following description, " . . . nosotros hemos tenido la fortuna de 

encontrar tres mujeres que representan la perfeccion de tres virtudes. . ." (OC. 697). They 

each portray the virtuous, faithful wife. Ferran's letter, however, exposes that their 

personas have been in dissonance with their archetype. Ada, in fact, is willing to go to 

great lengths to hide this fact and thereby protect the status quo for all. She is determined 

to retain her ideal roles of wife and mother through Ferran's voluntary sacrifice of his 

life. Retaining this "Persona" is the only way for her to secure her image of fedility and 

perfection within the family. In the exchange Ferran retains his carefree, Don Juan, 

"Persona"and, at last, expresses his tme feelings of love for Ada. 
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Good Mother/Medium 

Ada represents a psychologically balanced form that shows her in control of her 

life. Javier makes comments about the three women and says of Ada: "Yo las nombraria 

como los moralistas del dieciocho titulaban sus novelas; con un nombre de mujer y una 

virtud. . . Ada, o la inteligencia." Jorge continues, " . . .tu mujer es la Inteligencia, muy 

bien . . .Pero a veces, i no te da un poco de rabia que sea mas inteligente que tu?" (697). 

In addition to her renowned intellect, Ada's intuitiveness has enabled her to figure 

out the danger and, hence, decide on a plan of action to save her world. Fitzgerald's 

description of the Mother/ Medum, therefore, also applies to Ada: "The Mother-Medium 

combination expresses the more inward and reserved Mother type that is also devoted to 

the group's quality of life" (35). The "Persona" that Ada presents is the untainted 

"Maiden/Good Mother," and she is ready to defend it at all costs. Though she is a 

"Good Mother" to her daughter and manifests the appropriate trait of understanding for 

her friends, she appears fully in control of her feelings. She exhibits intuition, quickly 

assessing the situation, and is able to protect them all. Furthermore, she never admits the 

tmth of her infidelity to Jorge and Clara. Similarly, she never allows herself to express 

her love for Ferran between the single occasion, ten years earlier and the moment of his 

death. This fact and her willingness to sacrifice Ferran's life is further evidence that 

Ada's tmest archetype is the " Medial Woman" that bolsters the collective unconscious. 

Like the sacrifice that Dama asked of Angelica in Dama del alba, Ada requires a great 

sacrifice of Ferran in order to preserve the status quo-security of home and family for 

herself and for the other two couples. Ada represents the "Good Mother/Maiden" traits 
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which are her "Persona" while her iron will triumphs over the "Don Juan" character who 

hides the sad and lonely life spent without his tme love. 

Each woman in the drama is distinct because of certrain specific traits that 

correspond to a particular archetype. Casona, thus, demonstrates the fragile nature of 

human interaction with a variety of archetypal forms. The archetypically complex Ada 

manages the most complex and difficult involvement. Her unconventional solution 

provides an unexpected twist and brings about the retum of collective approbation. 

Casona gives psychological depth to the universal characters, applies the basic theme of 

deception and betrayal, and yet, makes possible a deeper understanding of human 

failings, provoking a compassionate response from the reader. Seemingly strange and 

unusual actions of the women characters are explainable in light of archtrypal traits, and a 

contadictory combination in Ada persuasively explains her contradictory actions. 
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Notes 

^ Alejandro Casona, La dama del alba, Tomo 1. The citations for this section are 
found in the first edition of Obras Completas published in 1954. 

Alejandro Casona, Tres perfectas Casadas. Tomo 1. The citafions for this 
section are found in the first edition of Obras completas (1954). 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE LURE OF MAGNA MATER 

Casona achieves his characteristic lyricism and universality largely through the 

employment of feminine symbols. The sea, for example, is important in many of his 

plays. In La sirena varada. Sirena enters from the sea and, in fact, exhibits several 

attributes of the sea. The unconscious, also considered feminine, is a force that lures all 

the characters of the drama except Dr. Florin. In Prohibido suicidarse en primavera. The 

retum to the womb or "happy death" provides the foundation for the entire drama. Jung 

suggests several feminine symbols that also appear common in Casona: 

Many things arousing devotion or feelings of awe, as for instance the 
Church, university, city or country, heaven, earth, the woods, the sea or any still 
waters, matter even, the underworld and the moon, can be mother-symbols. The 
archetype is often associated with things and places standing for fertility and 
fmitfulness: the comucopia, a ploughed field, a garden . . . added to this list there 
are many animals, such as the cow, hare, and helpful animals in general. (Aspects 
109) 

"The Feminine" constitutes a desperate necessity in Romance en tres noches, as 

well. And the woman in question cannot reach her ideal state until she, too, is made 

complete through a relationship with a man. In fulfilling her traditional domestic role, 

the woman performs the greatest, most important role at the center of home, and hence, 

life for Casona. 

La sirena varada 

Feminine symbols commonly used by Casona support the use of archetypal forms 

for development of characters and plot. In fact, Casona's use of the motif of suicide in 
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La sirena varada and many of his other works manifests as a pull from the unconscious or 

"mother archetype." In this belief, he would appear to be in agreement with accepted 

notions that " Death, especially by way of suicide, is commonly symbolic of a willing 

retum to the unconscious worid of the Magna Mater" (Archetypal Analysis -Elusive Self 

6). 

Dr. Florin, Ricardo's uncle, appears first on the scene, apparently concemed that 

his nephew has not retumed home at a very late hour. Pedrote, his servant, by contrast is 

completely unconcemed because this is Ricardo's usual practice. Their conversation 

reveals that Ricardo has previously mn away from his former life and all its 

responsibilities. It soon becomes apparant that his parents are at the core of Ricardo's 

flight to fantasy, 

Yo recuerdo a mi madre como una sombra rigida, llena de devociones y de 
miedo al infiemo. No hablaba nunca, no sabia besar. Y mi padre, enfrascado en 
sus negocios y en sus libros, seco, con una autoridad de hierro. No se podia jugar 
en aquella casa. Yo vivia siempre encerrado como en una carcel, mirando con 
lagrimas a los nifios libres de la calle. ' (O.C. 299) 

The protagonist, Ricardo, attempts to discover a childhood that he did not have. He has 

left the city to establish a very comfortable home where he has surrounded himself with 

other characters that share similar needs to escape. Having lived with rigid mles with 

rigid parents, he has decided now to live without mles and apparently without women. 

Florin inquires: "<^Vivis completamente solos? ^No andara por ahi escondida alguna 

dama?" Pedrote responds with melancholy: "Ay, damas . . .Tambien aquello paso." 

Ricardo's intentions are confirmed when he explains to Dr. Florin, " . . .voy a fundar una 

republica . . .de hombres solos donde no exista el sentido comun para siempre" (O.C. 

297). 
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Ricardo's first escapee from common sense is his guest, Daniel, an artist who now 

wears a blindfold ostensibly because he has fired of seeing the same mundane colors. 

Don Joaquin, too, has reluctantly become part of the fantasy because he inhabited the 

house before Ricardo arrived and was dubbed a ghost by him. He accepts his phantom 

role because it provides the food and shelter that he needs. 

The only woman in the drama, Maria, has a sad past of abuse at the hands of Pipo, 

the circus strongman. Her father, the clown, a hopeless dmnkard, has never protected 

her. In her desperation she attempts suicide, but Ricardo is there to save her. 

Subsequently, she disappears from view until her unexplained retum to his house as 

Sirena, the ethereal siren. She makes her appearance through a window as Ricardo is 

excitedly mnning to greet his friend, Samy the clown. Ricardo questions her mysterious 

appearance, but accepts her claim that she is a siren when she sings her siren's song. He 

easily succumbs to her numinous loving aura as if it were completely normal. Ricardo 

does not connect her appearance to the clown he had befriended since the day he tried to 

save his daughter, Maria, from drowning in the sea. 

Ricardo's evasive attitudes to life, combined v/ith his unusual republic of 

characters that shun reality, cloud the fact that Maria has lost her mind. Her behavior is 

unnatural in the way she clings to him and speaks to him as if he knows her and should 

be waiting for her. This confuses Ricardo, at first, but he is soon drawn in and succumbs 

to her enticing image. The scene is tranquil until suddenly intermpted by her frightened 

cries: "No me pegues! (transicion.) No me pegues tu tambien" (O.C. 307). Just as 

suddenly, when she sees the approaching dawn, she says good night and lea\ es. 
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The task of sorting out the fantasy is left to the only "rational" person on the 

scene. Uncle Florin. He reveals that, in fact, she is both mad and in love with Ricardo. 

Ricardo, in tum, is delusional and falling in love with her. Florin, whose perception of 

the situation provides reality in the midst of fantasy, therefore, insists that Ricardo accept 

that he knows little about Sirena, and cannot possible be tmly in love with her. It is 

essential that he face reality so that he can help her regain her sanity. Though Ricardo 

cannot deal with his own problems much less Sirena's, his love for Sirena and his need to 

know her forces him to accept Florin's rational approach. 

Florin, the good doctor, must first protect Sirena from her abuser, Pipo. Also for 

her recovery, Florin requires a secure safe environment, free of reminders of the sea. In 

addition, he insists that Ricardo address Sirena by her real name, Maria. Florin has 

wamed Ricardo that the tmth about Maria's past will be difficult to accept. Still, Ricardo 

cannot face the pain that he now knows resulted from Pipo and other men who have taken 

advantage of the deranged Maria for much of her life. When Ricardo reacts with fear and 

dismay to her condition, he decides to retreat once again into fantasy and clings to her as 

Sirena with the intent of escaping to the sea. Fortunately, she is stonger than he. She has 

become strong for her future child, and is able to get a grasp on her sanity. Her pending 

motherhood fortifies her and sends her on the course to reality, tme to a pattem in 

Casona's works whereby motherhood is associated with a strength and stability. 

Mother Complex 

Casona provides parallels in varying degrees that suggest analogies between the 

neurosis of the three mnaways. Ricardo, Daniel, and Sirena are each victims of trauma. 
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Daniel's trauma resulted from a sudden catastrophic event that caused his sudden 

blindness and now he counters by refusing to uncover his eyes, thereby denying his 

permanent loss of vision. Because Sirena's trauma results from extended and severe 

physical and mental abuse, her reaction is loss of her sanity. Ricardo's trauma is the 

central, pivotal one. He has been traumatized by his childhood. The effects of that 

trauma prompt him to mn away and become a child again. His psychological state is the 

key to understanding Sirena's archetype. Jung refers to a condition such as Ricardo's as 

a mother-complex and his analysis has several possibilities of application in Ricardo's 

personality: 

The effects of the mother-complex differ according to whether it appears 
in a son or a daughter. Typical effects on the son are homosexuality and Don 
Juanism, and sometimes also impotence. In homosexuality, the son's entire 
heterosexuality is tied to the mother in an unconscious form; in Don Juanism he 
unconsciously seeks his mother in every woman he meets. (A.F. 115) 

Evidence that Ricardo has manifested both of the effects of the mother-complex 

are alluded to in the first scene in comments by Pedrote that indicate to Florin that 

Ricardo did chase women for a time; but now that has passed, "Tambien aquello paso" 

(O.C. 294). He is more recently rejecting women altogether in his republic of men who 

flee from the rational, ft is undeniable that Ricardo displays aspects of both extreme 

effects of the mother-complex in a male as Jung describes. The mother complex has left 

Ricardo with a "Good Mother" archetype to capture his subconscious because the image 

was never realized in his own mother. The archetypal image must come to consciousness 

so that he can be free of it. Casona conveniently provides Sirena for this purpose. She is 

a ready repository on which Ricardo may project the image—his anima. Her destroyed 

ego leaves a void that easily accepts whatever image is required. Leonard Ranelli 
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contributes: "In the personage of Sirena, Casona has depicted a character who is credible 

in her insane moments as well as in her lucid ones. As the mad girl, she is charmingly 

irrational and flighty, and she willingly offers her attentions and favors to Ricardo" (10). 

Jung's anima projection concept explains more conceming the phenomenon: 

In every masculine mother-complex, side by side with the mother archetype, a 
significant role is played by the image of the man's sexual counterpart, the anima. 
The mother is the first feminine being with whom the man-to-be comes in contact, 
and she cannot help playing, overtly or covertly, co9nsciously or unconsciously, 
upon the son's masculinity, just as the son in his tum grows increasingly aware of 
his rnother's femininity, or unconsciously responds to it by instinct. (A.F 115) 

Sirena 

Sirena manifests the matemal attributes that Ricardo seeks with her question to 

Ricardo: "^Quieres ahora dormir sobre mis rodillas?" He responds: "Si; pero canta." 

Sirena tenderiy assents with, "Duerme." He then lays his head on her lap (O.C.306). 

Her lullaby completely grips him just as the siren's song took hold of ancient mariners. 

But when he asks to know who she is, she recoils, freightened. Her demeanor changes 

completely, and she asks him not to strike her. Sirena's weak, fearful conduct 

demonstrates her particular sensitivity to the eyes of the other characters. Florin's eyes 

make Sirena very uncomfortable because he represents conscious reality in opposition to 

her unconscious state or retreat from the reality that she dares not face. But, eyes like 

Ricardo's and Daniel's do not freighten her because they cannot tmly see her. The fear of 

"ojos pequefios" also can be traced to the eyes of her abusers that she associates with the 

painful past that caused her insanity. Sirena's lack of identity accounts for her numinous 
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quality that is the basis for Ricardo's attraction to her. Observations by Jung, again, 

provide insights into Sirena's character: 

There are certain types of women who seem to be made by nature to attract 
anima projections; indeed one could almost speak of a definite 'anima type.' The 
so-called 'sphinx-like' character is an indispensable part of their equipment, also 
an equivocalness, an intriguing elusiveness—not an indefinite blur that offers 
nothing, but an indefiniteness that seems full of promises, like the speaking 
silence of a Mona Lisa. A woman of this kind is both old and young, mother and 
daughter, of more than doubtful chastity, childlike, and yet endowed with a naive 
cunning that is extremely disarming to men. (A.F. 51) 

Sirena's transparent nature reacts or interacts with the psychological need in Ricardo that 

resulted from effects of his mother's cold, remote nature, providing the ideal 

circumstance for the anima projection that occurs. Demaris Wehr defines such an anima 

projection: 

The anima is the soul-image of men's imaginations which often project 
onto real women. Men must disentangle themselves from the anima in order 
to be able to relate to real women and to allow real women the space to be 
themselves . . . This 'soul -imago' is composed of three elements. The first is 
the experience of real, adult women whom the particular man has known; this 
experience is registered as an 'imprint' on his psyche. The second is the 
man's own femininity, usually repressed; the more repressed his own 
femininity, the more traditionally feminine his soul-image will be and the 
more likely it is that the women he is attracted to will carry that projection. 
"Carrying the projection," in Jungian terminology, means being the one on 
whom the image is projected.) The third is an a priori category, an 
archetype, an inherited collective image of women. (38) 

Ricardo's need resulting from his childhood pain secures a site for his anima projection in 

Sirena also resembles the prediction that Jung provides: " . . . so a man can create for 

himself a femme inspiratrice by his anima projecfion. But more often it tums out to be an 

illusion with destmcfive consequences, a failure because his faith was not sufficiently 

strong" (A.F. 51). 
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Jung's descripfion of the anima- projected woman brings to mind Sirena's traits: 

It fits in with her nature to keep her ego and her will in the background, so 
as not to hinder the man in any way, and to invite him to realize his intentions 
with regard to her person. This is a sexual pattem, but it has far-reaching 
ramifications in the feminine psyche. By maintaining a passive attitude with an 
ulterior purpose, she helps the man to realize his ends and in that way holds him. 
(A.F. 59) 

Sirena is very closely identified with the sea, a matemal symbol, and the 

descripfion of her that Daniel uses is significant: "Azul.. .Toda azul, con una risa 

blanca. . . Los dos gestos del mar" (O.C. 227). ^ Her transparency or lack of 

personality is represented by those same colors, white and blue. Sirena's 

indefiniteness begins to replace or displace the negative psychic pull of Ricardo's 

mother. Unfortunately, Sirena's psychic needs threaten to pull him further into 

fantasy when he is enveloped in her "Anima archetype." His anima projection 

takes the form of "Good Mother/Maiden" because his biological mother's coldness 

had pushed the archetype into his unconscious. With the help of Dr. Florin who 

directs Ricardo to tmly know Sirena, he leams of her abuse and her pending 

motherhood. He reacts with rejection at first and then a further flight into fantasy. 

Again, Dr. Florin helps Ricardo to liberate himself from the grip of the projected 

image. The insane Sirena draws strength from her imminent matemity, and she is 

able to emerge into reality. The two mutially assist one another psychologically to 

arrive at their "ideal self," as Casona is often inclined to do in order to realize a 

drama's resolution. 
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Prohibido suicidarse en primavera 

Dr. Rodo has established a sanitarium for those unhappy souls who are vacillating 

between life and death. His unusual plan is to present suicide as a natural and 

commonplace event; therefore, by removing emotion and special significance from the 

process, patients would decide against it. The result seems to be that tmly lonely, sad, 

suicidal patients only make a show of effort but never succeed at actually taking their 

lives. As Rodo observes, "Aparentemente esto no es mas que un extravagante Club de 

Suicidas. Pero en el fondo, intenta ser un sanitorio" (O.C. 227). The doctor's tme 

intention is to join lives that are in mins with neither a past nor a future to lives full of 

love, and hope. Exactly as needed, Chole and Femando happen by while on a vacation. 

Chole is a young, impetuous woman who is full of life and eager to meet new adventures 

when they arrive. As reporters, they become interested immediately in the possible story 

that could result in this unusual place. 

Chole 

When she arives, Chole is carefree and lively. She has Femando to love her, and 

a career that she loves. Puella or "etemal girl" describes her. Everyone in the sanitarium 

is enlivened by her contagious laugh. However, in Dr. Rodo's experiment, the happy pair 

must confront tragedy for the first time. Juan, a resident of the sanitarium, is Femando's 

tormented brother who has felt inferior to him since birth. Juan has been overshadowed 

by his brother's superior health, intelligence, and favored standing with their mother. To 

make matters worse, he loves Chole as well. In fact, Chole has replaced the image of the 
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mother who gave him only the scraps of her love, as Juan confesses: "te he querido lo 

mismo que a ella, que te he contemplado de rodillas lo mismo que a ella" (O.C. 260). 

The uncomplicated Chole cannot endure the guilt she feels for having separated 

the brothers. Her irrational response is to make a serious attempt at suicide. Juan saves 

her life, yet Femando is given credit. Again, she almost makes the senseless decision to 

devote her life to Juan in order to make up for the wrongs that he has endured. However, 

before she can make the fatal mistake, Juan reveals that he has been sustained by his 

percepfion that his willingness to give up Chole to his brother is superior to any sacrifice 

his brother could make. He no longer sees suicide as a necessary answer to ending his 

pain. Rather, his greater pain gives him a basis for a claim to superiority. The self-love 

that he regains allows him to renew the broken family ralationship with Femando. Chole 

evolves as well. Suffering develops her ability to see another's pain and to sacrifice her 

own needs. Her growth gives her another facet, the "Good Mother" archetype, on the 

course toward the complete individual. 

Alicia 

A confrontation with death has taught Alicia that death is as lonely as the 

loneliness that has driven her to attempt suicide, as she reflects: " . .venia huyendo de la 

soledad . . . y la muerte es la soledad absoluta" (227). She explains to the Doctor that in 

her work as a nurse, she could not endure that patients who died left her alone, and also 

those that recovered never retumed. Her chosen vocation of nurse that provides services 

is one that requires self-sacrifice of the "Good Mother" but has a collective orientation 

that the "Medium" or the "Amazon" could more easily face. However, the loneliness 
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that she is trying to escape signifies that her career does not satisfy her "Good Mother" 

archetype. For this reason, she enters the sanitarium to consider ending her pain. There 

she is able to pair with the father who lost his daughter, also named Alicia. Being on the 

receiving end of care cures the loneliness in two lives—hers and the father's. 

Cora Yako 

The famous celebrity, Cora Yako, has lived an exciting life on the road. She 

arrives at the sanitarium having realized that her career is over, and she is alone. Hearing 

the Amante recapitulate the brilliant career that she has enjoyed discloses that although 

she traveled to exciting and beautiful places, she never appreciated them; she barely saw 

them. Amante's revealed obsession of her inspries her to tmly experience life from a new 

perspective by seeing the world by his side. She offers him the chance to live out the 

dreams that he only imagined. He cherishes the opportunity until the reality that 

supplants his illusion of her loses its appeal: 

AMANTE: !Que mujer, Femando . . .es terrible. Por que habra venido? !Tan 
bella como yo la sofiaba! . . . 

FERNANDO: Y, sin embargo es la verdadera. La que cantaba para usted aquella 
noche de Fausto. 

AMANTE: Ah no; la mia era otra cosa: una ilusion, un poema sin palabras. Los 
ojos si: son los mismos de aquella noche[ . . .] jSi pudiera quedarme solamente 
con los ojos!. (277-278) 

Once Cora Yako is no longer an unattainable celebrity, his fantasy of her loses its appeal. 

Instead of leaving with her, he takes Femando's offer to create new fantasies as a 

newspaper reporter. Yako is unpurturbed by Femando's rejection. She retums to her 

past independence and competence in the worid, accepts that she still has a wonderful life 
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ahead, and sets out to retrace the places she has visited for a second look. The "Amazon' 

archetype has suited her in the past and will serve her well in the future. 

Romance en tres noches 

Archetypal theme 

Casona makes an obvious use of archetypes in Romance en tres noches. He 

emphasizes the feminine by setfing the drama in a home where the feminine is missing, 

opening with the six men whose lumberjacking work brings them close to nature. 

Nature, a traditionally feminine entity, acts as their substitute for woman. But though 

woman is absent, she is very much on their minds. Caifas, el abuelo, the oldest of the 

group, has been without women by choice for the longest time. He believes that women 

are inferior to males and usually are merely the cause of enmity among men. He advises, 

"Dos cosas ha creado Dios contra los hombres: el loboy la mujer. Pero los lobos no son 

peligrosos mas que en manadas. Mujeres, basta con una. . . .debilita al hombre" (O.C. 

550). To him even music is something feminine and, therefore, to be avoided. But, 

unlike the abuelo, the other woodsmen lament their lack of woman in their lives. Woman 

is, in fact, a torture for Pablo's mind. He uses alcohol to try to forget the wife that 

abandoned him. Dan, on the other hand, seems full of positive optimism with his dream 

of meeting his ideal woman. He has conceived a detailed plan involving his fantasy 

woman. The blue dress that he keeps for her confirms the optimistic attitude that 

proceeds from his conviction that he will someday meet the woman with the qualities he 

longs for. 
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In the midst of celebrating their independence from woman and consuming the 

eggs that Caifas has served, Dan proclaims his elevated image: "Lo unico que les falta 

para ser perfectos es estar hechos por una mujer. . . .0 por lo menos, comidos a su lado, 

mirandola" (OC. 546). The simple act of showing the dress that Dan has saved for the 

woman of his dreams brings stares from the other men's buming eyes. They resume their 

toast to the arrival of spring when, without waming, Elsa arrives like a breath of fresh air 

reminiscent of spring. Her entrance causes a stir and the men are captivated with her. 

Dan immediately reacts to Elsa as to the woman of his dreams, believing that Elsa is the 

fulfillment of his primordial image of woman: 

jLa estaba esperando hacia tanto tiempo! . . .Y yo la he sofiado tantas 
veces! Entonces no tenia todavia un nombre ni una forma. Era 
simplemente la mujer . . .Y un dia llego un escultor y fue quitando a 
martillazos todo lo que sobraba alrededor, hasta que quedo libre, magnifica 
y desnuda, la Venus. Mi suefio era el bloque de marmol. Ahora ya esta 
aqui la estatua. (560) 

Caifas, however, openly rejects Elsa. She knows instinctively that she has a special 

effect on the men and in an effort to hide her femininity from the uncivilized men, she 

requests a typically male drink and downs it in one swallow in a masculine manner. 

After pressuring the other men to leave, Daniel invites Elsa to stay the night. He 

tells Elsa of his plans and the symbolic "blue dress" that he is saving for the woman of 

his dreams. In addition, he describes the dream house that is still only a blueprint and a 

plot of land. The images of woman and house that Dan delights in are, in fact, the 

symbols for the archetype that emerges from his subconscious. Bemal asserts the 

following conrespondence between the symbols: "La casa es el reducto de la intimidad, 

fuerza centripeta que nos une con el interior de las almas. Ambos simbolos se 
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complementan, y confieren a la dramatica casoniana, un equilibrio raras veces igualado 

en la historia del teatro contemporaneo" (54). The skeptical Elsa, resistant at first, is 

subsequently affected by the innocence in his eyes and the purity of his intentions. 

Realizing that he may be scaring her away, he creates a written document to reassure her. 

Persona/Shadow 

Casona inserts the "Persona/Shadow" archetype in the dialogue between Elsa and 

Dan. According to Jung " . . . the shadow [is] that figure of the same sex as the ego who 

embodies negative or positive traits which might have been conscious but which have 

now been repressed" (A.F. 85). As a demonstrafion of how they open their inner "selves" 

to one another at their first meeting, Elsa and Dan share the secret existence of inner 

voices within them that betray personalities distinct from their "persona" or outward 

countenances. Dan reveals a hidden "shadow" nature with dominant animal instincts 

that he must prevent from action. Elsa reveals that she, too, maintains a dialogue with 

her hidden inner self that she calls hermana or sister. Elsa tells her inner self that she has 

no right to hope for the dream that Dan has proposed. The "Persona" that she displays 

hides the "Good Mother/Maiden" archetype that Dan's archetypal image of her is calling 

into existence. Following their exchange, Elsa begins to succumb to the dream. But, 

suddenly she mns out the window without explanation because she cannot escape her less 

than innocent past. She leaves Dan baffled and yet reolved to search for his lost love. 

Elsa's fear of destroying Dan's illusion prompts her to mn away determined to 

abondon the job that she has coldly and faithfully performed-dmg trafficking. After 

nearly having accepted Dan's dream, Elsa decides to retum with the dmgs that she has 
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been transporting. Though she is not an addict, she is a trafficker under the power of a 

dmg lord. 

Alvaro, who had tumed to dmgs after losing his family and is fighting a losing 

battle to addiction, leads Dan to a club where he obtained dmgs in the past. He 

recognizes and exposes Elsa as his supplier of the dmg that has his life in mins. Finally 

able to acquire the dmgs, Alvaro succumbs to his addiction and dies in their presence 

from an overdose. The death leaves Dan despondent and resolved to remain in the dark 

worid of dmgs and alcohol. The reality of Elsa's Hfe sends him into a steep decline. 

Dan's Hfe spirals out of control as a reacfion to his complete loss of confidence in his 

"woman." 

Amazon Archetype 

Elsa's past nature is revealed in a conversation with Lady Olga, a character from 

the dark world. She expresses her doubt that Elsa desires to change after her encounter 

with Dan: "<[,Quieres decir que te has enamorado? (Elsa afirma.) jTu que habias pasado 

entre los hombres como entre las drogas, sin caer nunca en la tentacion! !Tu, la 

independiente y la rebelde, la que tenia el orgullo de no haber besado nunca!" (O.C. 577). 

Through the foregoing description revealed in the dialogue, Casona makes visible Elsa's 

past archetype—the "Amazon" who shows no interest in men. The change that comes 

about in Elsa because of belief in or acceptance of the "Maiden/Good Mother" form of 

the feminine that Dan expresses is in stark contrast to her former archetype. Elsa, the 

"Amazon," in effect, sees the error of her ways in having rejected her natural, basic 

archetype—the "Good Mother." She leaves behind her independence and resolves to 
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pursue Dan, retuming to his home in the woods to prove her "Good Mother" 

transformation. In the clean forest, Elsa takes on the role of homemaker and becomes a 

source of warmth and comfort for the men while she waits for Dan to retum. Moreover, 

while Dan is away, she substitutes for him in his weather station duties. 

Quickly, Elsa conqueres the men's hearts, including Caifas, who insists to Dan, 

. . .es una gran mujer" (604). Elsa completes the image of "woman" for each of the 

men, and they each profit. For example, her feminine intuition aids her in understanding 

the incestuous love that is tormenfing Pat. Elsa gently reasons with him, prodding him to 

end his flight from his past and search for a woman to love other than his sister. Casona 

endows Elsa with the ability to understand intuitively what Pat is feeling and the 

sensitivity to select the right words to say in order to free him of the guilt that he has 

harbored since leaving home because of the unnatural attachment. Conforming to traits of 

the "Amazon," Elsa is endowed with the superior intellect needed to persuade Caifas that 

Schopenhauer's philosophy is erroneous and negative, noting that he rejected woman as 

weH. 

Dan eventually retums to the forest, yet, initially continues to reject Elsa, so 

Caifas tells Dan of Elsa's plan to don the blue dress and lay on the snow, never to awaken 

again because she will not be satisfied with a comer of Dan's feelings. She prefers to 

keep the dream forever that Dan has given her. In spite of her shady past, she is able to 

rise to meet the expectations of her tme archetype and without difficulty is ready to give 

all her love and all her heart. Casona, tme to his style, resolves Elsa's tensions by 

demonstrating her eventual evolution to her ideal state—the "Good Mother/Maiden." 
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Elsa as Good Mother/Maiden 

Elsa represents the archetypal feminine that provides balance and security to the 

men who are incomplete without woman. The activities in the house change with Elsa 

becoming the queen of domesticity. She is transformed by her self-abnegating work and 

the house is elevated by her posifion as the center of Hfe. Bemal writes: "El simbolo de 

la casa es pues, en Casona, ese canto a la union familiar, esa admiracion por el esfuerzo 

de la mujer en las acfividades domesficas, que convierte los objetos mas humildes en 

cosas con alma" (60). In addifion to making the home comfortable, Elsa instills a desire 

in the men to be civilized. They admire her beauty and her ability and they gravitate 

toward her. And Elsa correspondingly finds her tme "nature" when Dan reveals his ideal 

image of woman to her. Elsa is a clear representative of certain embodiments of the 

"feminine archetype" in the drama. The dialogue between her and Caifas emphasizes the 

symbolic nature of her character. A culinary duel of sorts takes place between Caifas and 

Elsa. Describing her manner of making an egg recipe, Caifas disparages Elsa declaring: 

Caifas: Femenino. Los que yo hacia eran unos heuvos espartanos. . . .Yo no 
cambio; soy hombre. Para cambiar ya bastan ustedes. Por algo la imagen de la 
inconstancia es femenina tambien: la veleta. 

Elsa: La veleta no cambia: sefiala siempre a donde debe. El que cambia es el 
viento: masculino. . .las mujeres pensamos mas Hondo. Y sabemos callar. 
(Durante el dialogo atiende con la mayor familiaridad a la plancha, a la ropa, a la 
lumbre.) 

Caifas: Muy orgullosa esta usted de ser mujer. 

Elsa: jMucho! (O.C. 598) 
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Elsa's transformation indicates fulfillment, and she now has come to personify Dan's 

beautiful dream. The "Amazon" has become the "Good Mother/Maiden." 
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Notes 

^ Alejandro Casona, Sirena Varada, Obras Completas. l^'ed. 1954. The citations 
are from the earlier edition. 

^Alejandro Casona, Romance en tres noches. 1̂^ ed. 1954. The citations are from 
this earlier edition. 
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CHAPTER V 

TRAGIC AND HUMOROUS ETERNAL MAIDENS 

Casona applies his craft to the "Etemal Maiden," achieving gentle humor and 

mild tragedy.^ The intensity of the soul mates, Marga and Pablo, dictates the comic relief 

that the author effects with his portrayal of the unmarried aunts who range from the 

independent, rational Matilde to the distracted, dependent Angelina. Humor becomes 

tragedy in Genoveva who, unlike Matilde, is obsessed with the retum of her sailor. 

Casona's lighthearted mocking of the single women could perhaps be interpreted as 

misogyny were it not for the inclusion of caricatures of male characters as well 

throughout his drama and the counterbalance provided by female protagonists of 

Natacha's distinction. 

La tercera palabra 

Opportunities for archetypal probing are ample in La tercera palabra.'̂  The 

evolution that takes place in the psychological natures of the two protagonists is 

significant. This drama presents a variation on the theme of the wild, untamed prince that 

constitutes a conventional literary type in literature. Casona himself reminds his public 

of the similarity to "Segismundo" the protagonist of La vida es Suefio, created by his 

favorite playwright, Calderon. 
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Balanced archetypes: Matilde and Angelina 

In this drama Casona employs a humorous pairing of two middle-aged sisters who 

have wilted in their solitude and have allowed fantasy to replace reason. Loneliness and 

the single life have deteriorated them. In stage notes Casona delineates Matilde the more 

authoritative and Angelina the more pmdent. Their actions and their words soon 

elaborate the opposition of their personalities. A balance enables their peaceful 

coexistence. The more authoratative sister, Matilde, lays claim co her controlling role on 

the basis that she is older and had once married. Angelina reminds her that a few years 

makes no difference at their age, and, further, the marriage was never consumated since 

her husband was lost at sea. 

MATILDE: Tu eres menor. . .ademas de la edad yo tengo a mi favor la 
experiencia. Tu eres una sefiorita. 

ANGELINA ^Y tu no? 

MATILDE: Yo tambien, pero de otra manera. Ante Dios y ante la ley soy una 
sefiora con su partida de matrimonio legalizado. 

ANGELINA: Bah, un casamiento por poderes, con el mar entre los dos; y a los 
ocho dias la muerte del novio sin llegar a verse ni una sola vez. (1037) 

Casona barely refers to the hurtful event that marked Matilde's life—the loss of her 

husband. Matilde demonstrates few ill effects from the sad event. In fact, she seems to 

have stepped deftly into her role as head of the Household without hesitation. Matilde's 

attributes cleariy bring to mind the "Animus" as described by Jung: "The Animus may be 

looked upon as 'the corresponding representative of the masculine contrasexual elements 

in the psychology of women" (Knapp 4). Angelina pmdently takes the subordinate, 
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passive role because she understands Her sister's need to exert Her power. When asked b\ 

Marga about her patience with Matilde, she replies: "No es Humildad, hija; en el fondo es 

comodidad. Yo naci para obedecer, que es lo mas tranquilo. Mi Hermana, en cambio, es 

de esas mujeres que Han nacido para mandar. Lo que pasa es que solo estuvo casada 

ocho dias, y no tuvo fiempo de demostrario" (O.C.I 103). Examination reveals that a 

deeper pairing is in effect. The opposite forms of the feminine archetype achieve 

equilibrium in the opposifion of the two sisters. Angelina takes a subordinate position 

that personifies "the Good Mother/ Maiden" form of the Great Mother archetype with her 

abilities for relationship and protection, while Matilde provides the counterpoint as 

"Animus/ Amazon" archetype with Her independence, assertiveness, and intractability. 

Good Mother/Maiden 

They are a well- matched pair, Matilde gives orders and Angelina takes them. 

Matilde takes a reproachful or scolding tone that discloses the hierarchical balance of 

their archetypes: "MATILDE: Pero Angelina, hija, ^cuando vas a aprender? . . .(1037). 

At times she even issues ultimatums: "Mi resolucion esta tomada y no admito 

discusiones. A mild objecfion issues from Angelina: "^Es que yo no tengo derechos de 

opinar?" (1037) The pairing of opposing doubles negates their need for the emotional 

relafionship with a man. Nor does their demeanor and manner of dress indicate desire to 

pursue marriage. In fact, they seem quite satisfied with their state: 

MATILDE: Si mi pobre esposo no pudo dejarme una corta experiencia de 
casada, por lo menos me ha dado una larga experiencia de viuda. 
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ANGELINA: Y una Hermosa renta para consolarte. Como matrimonio habra 
sido una desgracia, pero como negocio . . .una semana en el cargo y cuarenta afios 
de jubilacion. (1044) 

Angelina yields to Mafilde's will in everything except when it concems Pablo's welfare. 

Eric Neumann has delineated the revelant form of the feminine archetype represented by 

the sisters: each personifies a slightly different form of the "Great Mother." 

Matilde and Angelina are representations of Casona's many "Etemal Maidens" 

who also exemplify the "Good Mother" archetype. They demonstrate unwavering 

dedication to their Home and to their nephew, Pablo, who is like a son to them. Their 

plan to Hire a teacher for their nephew is consistent with their providing him protection 

and guidance. 

Clues to Matilde's "Animus form" are revealed by Her speculations about Marga 

before Her arrival. First, she is trying to employ a presumably rational method, 

Handwriting analysis, to determine Marga's type. Second, she has reasoned that the 

"hetaira" is the preferred type for her nephew. And wishful thinking leads her to 

speculate in terms evocative of Freudian psychology that in Marga's past: " . . .toda su 

vida Ha sido una lucha desgarrada entre el amor al padre y el amor a la madre" (1046). 

Her concept is the typical senario for the "Hetaira" form. The two sisters know that it will 

take an extraordinary woman to calm the "savage beast." Both women have placed their 

Hopes in Marga's feminine ability to reach their nephew and bring Him out of His state of 

unconscious envelopment by nature. Their dissimilar expectations foreshadow the more 

complex archetype that describes Marga. The choice each sister makes for fresh flowers 

for Marga's welcoming, for example, suggests their archeype. Angelina, the maiden, 

indicates Her expectations of a pure innocent type like Herself in Her choice of white 
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blossoms, symbolic of purity, to welcome Marga. Mafilde, by contrast, has in mind the 

"Hetaira" archetype with her abilities of seduction or attraction and companionship 

represented by her choice of a branch covered in green leaves. However, Casona 

foreshadows Marga's evolving archetype with a revealing dialogue between the sisters 

and Eusebio, their servant, who must find a compromise between their contridictory 

requests and brings an almond branch as the welcome gift with its combination of white 

and green colors. Matilde asks, "lY esas flores blancas? Yo le habia pedido ramas 

verdes." Eusebio responds, "Cierto. La sefiorita dijo que flores y que blancas. Por eso 

he traido almendros, que son las dos cosas juntas (1035). 

Mother-Medium: Marga 

Faced with the previous failures of male educators, the sisters now place their 

hopes in Marga to calm the primitive, Pablo, with Her femininity. Marga is niether the 

"Hetaira" desired by Matilde, nor the "Maiden" expected by Angelina. She is the "Good 

Mother/Medium" archetypal woman, a combined form, descibed by Toni Wolff " . . .the 

Mother-Medium combination expresses the more inward and reserved Mother type that is 

also devoted to the group's quality of life" ( qtd. in Fitzgerald 35). Explaining the 

subtlety of Wolff s design, Fitzgerald adds, "The essential complementarity contributing 

to wholeness in Wolffs (1941, 1995) system is in the assimilation of personal and an 

impersonal form oriented to the individual" (38). Her choice of the teaching profession 

confirms this. It is, in fact, Her rationality and intelligence that first cautions her when 

Pablo empts on the scene in His wild, untamed glory. However, to Her surprise, the usual 

reaction that she evokes from men is completely absent in Pablo. He reacts \\ ith 
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innocence, capturing Her attention and her intellectual curiosity. Her decision to leam 

more about Pablo demands that Marga summon her skill or "eros," carefully 

maneuvering through Pablo's Hypersensitive reactions in order not to offend the nervous 

creature. At first cautiously and then with abandon, Marga submits to Pablo as to a force 

of nature. And Marga's highly rational, animus nature seems to long for Pablo's natural 

puerile state. They behave like two mythical gods whose interest is intensified by their 

difference and the pull to temper it. 

Anima/Animus Complex: Marga and Pablo 

Casona drafts a psychological premise with His pairing of Pablo and Marga, and 

high impact results. Marga is portrayed as possessing characteristics that relate more 

closely with the animus and Pablo manifests traits of the anima. Pablo is particulariy 

susceptible to Marga because "Mother Nature" has become the substitute for the mother 

who left Him as a child. Adding that His father Had removed Pablo from any influences of 

women and society throughout his childhood, the archetypal image that Has captured his 

unconscious projects onto Marga, and she begins to represent woman for Pablo. Since his 

mother was absent from soon after his birth, the feminine archetype has remained in the 

recesses of Pablo's unconscious. Jung explains: "The archetypes become imbedded in 

the unconscious before an infant is aware" (CW 6: 659). 

Anima 

Casona employs the dynamic established between Pablo's "Anima" or feminine, 

irrafional nature and Marga's "Animus" or masculine, rational nature. Explanation of the 
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contrasexual-complex described by Jung Helps to shed light on the dynamics at play in 

the drama. He called the feminine in a man the "Anima" and the masculine in woman, 

the "Animus." This aspect of His theory also sought to explain the reasons for the 

occurrence of these two archetypes in his patients. He explained the presence of 

"Anima" and "Animus" as image projections of one or the other parent (CW 6: 659). For 

example, Jung's concept of the feminine archetype described the traits of the feminine in 

both women and men. His "Anima/Animus" or "contrasexual complex" seeks to explain 

the origin of traits and images that " . . . become formidable influences upon us in their 

concretization in our bodily experiences, and as they evolve from our dealings with 

others and with our culture" (qtd. in Ulanov 27). 

A condition described by Jungians as an "Anima possession" has resulted in 

Pablo and is easily captured by Marga's rational "Animus" nature. The two opposites 

make a symbolic exchange. Pablo draws out Marga's latent abilities and introduces her to 

the secrets of nature, while he, in tum is led by her on the road to intellectual 

enlightenment. Cervello-Margolef affirms: " .. .es mayor la transformacion que se nota 

en Marga, que la de Pablo, en direccion contraria, de ser natural a ser civilizado" (62). 

Marga sees the value of His natural state and Pablo, in tum, begins to appreciate 

civilization. What begins as a challenge to Marga's intellect ends in accessing her latent 

"Good Mother" archetype; they behave as two mythical gods, their interest intensifying, 

and each experiences an exchange of what the other represents. Zweig's study quotes 

Jungian analyst, John Sanford: 

if a woman projects onto a man Her posifive animus image—the 
savior. Hero, or spiritual guide—she overvalues him. If he does the same and sees 
her as his ideal woman, their projections match—and they call it love. In their 
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fascination and attraction, they may come to feel completed only through each 
other, remaining blind to the mechanism of projection that colors their reality, 
(qtd. inZweig 187) 

The psychological natures of the protagonists, therefore, are at center stage. Casona uses 

archetypes to juxtapose the opposites in this mythic drama. The Hero, Pablo, manifests 

great instinct and sensitivity even though He is an infant in terms of his psychological 

development. His lack of libido is, in fact, what attracts Marga to him at their first 

meeting. She is amazed to leam that in his natural state he has experienced many 

profound tmths without the benefit of instmction in words or guidance of any kind. 

Despite His naivete, he is able to sense primordial images. For example, he managed to 

comprehend the concept of God through the awesome feeling he experienced at being 

alone in a storm and thus comprehending His insignificance in the universe. But the 

understanding of love could only be experienced after he made the joumey of self-

actualization that Marga enables. 

Jung's concepts explain the reasons for Pablo's initial inability to relate to Marga: 

"Progressive mental development means, in effect, extension of consciousness. With the 

rise of a continuous consciousness, and not before, psychological relationship becomes 

possible. So far as we know, consciousness is always ego-consciousness" (A.F. 42). 

Having made progress toward ego-consciousness, Pablo now shows signs of his 

eagemess to break out of His unconscious state. He progresses through his joumey 

towards a complete self and feels ready to go out into the worid. Marga's "great mother" 

archetype manifests in Her instinct of protection that makes her more hesitant: "Todavia 

es pronto para eso. . .mas adelante. . .los hombres de alia son otra cosa. Serian capaces 

de reirse de ti" (O.C.I 106). Protection by Marga and Angelina also extends to keeping 
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certain knowledge from Pablo. However, the efforts by Angelina and Marga to Hide the 

tmth about His mother are futile. He finds the letter that reveals her infidelity, and he 

reacts with disbelief and rejects Marga along with His mother: "No, aparta! No te 

acerques tu tampoco!" (1116). His inappropriate reaction of rejecfion evinces his 

projection of an unconscious mother image onto Marga. Demonstrating His confusion, 

Pablo states: " . . .trataba de imaginarme sus [his mother's] ojos azules, y los que veia 

eran verdes. Queria pensar en sus cabellos y lo unico que me llegaba era el color de los 

tuyos" (1116). Jung sought to explain an effect such as Pablo feels for Marga, a particular 

woman, as a reaction to a generalized feminine image: 

This image is fundamentally unconscious, an Hereditary factor of 
primordial origin-engraved ancestral experiences of the female, a deposit, as it 
were, of all the impressions ever made by woman—in the living organic system 
of the man, an imprint or "archetype" . . . an inherited system of psychic 
adaptation. Even if no women existed, it would sfill be possible. Every man 
carries within Him the etemal image of woman . . . to deduce from this 
unconscious image exactly How a woman would have to be constituted 
psychically. (A.F 52) 

Pablo's level of rational thought represented by His deftness with numbers grows 

rapidly, ft permits him to save the family from the swindling uncle and his son. 

Unfortunately, the son, Joaquin, retaliates against Pablo by revealing that he took 

advantage of Marga, thereby stealing Her "Maiden" status from her in Pablo's eyes. 

Though Marga explains the desperate condition that she was in at the time, this shock to 

the psychologically fragile Pablo coupled with his recent discernment about his mother's 

abandonment prompts a second rejection of Marga and of the entire civilization that has 

Hurt him. Pablo's archetypal projection of Marga, the "Good Mother/Maiden," clashes 

with the account of Marga's indiscretions revealed by Joaquin, a former lover. Pablo 
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consequently lashes out cmelly, consistent with Jung's description of dissonance with 

reality and archetypal image. Defiantly, Marga reacts to Pablo's anger and resentment 

with even more independence. She responds unapologetically and resolves to make a 

better life for the child she is carrying-an oft-repeated situation that creates a tuming 

point in Cason's dramas. 

Casona selects names that underscore to the symbols of his characters. The name 

itself, Marga, contains the sea (mar) that universally represents the mother. Marga fully 

embraces her "Good Mother" archetype and her fiiture: "Mi hijo sera la gran obra de mi 

vida; con todo lo bueno tuyo y todo lo bueno mio. . . .un Hombre con la dimension exacta 

del Hombre, Quiero ser por fin! La madre de un Hombre verdadero . . .un hombre 

completo" (O.C.I 158). Marga asserts that her child will Have the best elements of the 

mother and the father, the knowledge of nature from the father and understanding of 

culture from the mother. Reference to the "complete man" evinces Casona's deliberate 

demonstration of Pablo's psychological growth. Marga's words also articulate the 

psychological exchange that occurs between Her and Pablo. Casona Has dramatically 

utilized motherhood as the ultimate goal that resolves the tension of the drama. 

La casa de los siete balcones 

Unconscious versus Conscious 

Casona succeeds in producing a surprisingly light-hearted drama considering that 

the characters almost all suffer from tragic events in the past that Have them mired in 

extremes. Moreover, the Magna mater or the feminine in the form of the unconscious 

draws together Genoveva and Uriel. All the characters in the drama, in fact, can be 
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classified as either unconscious or conscious, and they are set in opposition. Genoveva 

and Uriel, both from the unconscious category, are shown in a positive light, while the 

conscious individuals are "Shadow" forms with misanthropic tendencies. Uriel and 

Genoveva cannot endure the people that surround them because of the cmelty that they 

exhibit. Uriel, for example, avoids His own father, Ramon. In a conversation with His 

deceased mother, Uriel divulges His belief that his father was the indirect cause of her 

early death: ". . .Cuando estabas aqui, cuando ese Hombre te iba haciendo morir pena a 

pena . . ." (O.C.605). Genoveva also reveals Her feelings about the sad reality of Her 

sister's life: "Tu madre era demasiado blanda. Era de las que lo perdonan todo, y asi se 

dejo matar de pena poco a poco" (O.C. 588). 

Genoveva 

The "Etemal Maiden" reappears in this tragic drama. Genoveva is a spinster of 

forty-one years of age who lives mostly in Her world of fantasy. She perpetually awaits 

the longed-for letter from Her betrothed who Has long since sailed to America. Uriel, the 

only person who tmly bonds to Genoveva, is likewise unable to communicate with 

others. He speaks aloud to no one, yet Genoveva knows His thoughts. In addition, she is 

a mother and a teacher to Uriel. She guides Him: " . . .Para decir 'si' se baja la cabeza; 

para decir 'no' se levanta" (615). Besides her, his only friends are Rosina, a young maid, 

and members of His family that Have passed to the "other side." Upon the death of Her 

sister, Uriel's mother, Genoveva inherits the home and wealth. She maintains a 

precarious security by Hiding Her family treasures from Ramon, Uriel's father. He is 

desperately in need of the family's wealth to cover His losses incurred through gambling 
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and mismanagement. Though Genoveva's behavior is suspect, she is still respected as 

the official heir to Her family Home. 

Amanda 

The "Amazon" and "Hetaira" archetypes can be approximated from a scmtiny of 

Amanda's traits. Dr. German, an objective observer within the drama, describes her as 

"brava, lista, y ambiciosa," suggesting the Amazon archetype. Amanda, the maid and 

mistress of Ramon, demonstrates a cold and calculating outlook. She is firmly planted in 

reality and contrasts to the other characters that are mired in fantasy. She coincides with 

traits of the negative Amazon archetype who 

. . .will not recognize any male authority and certainly will not accept the 
possiblility of male superiority. She fights violently and becomes paranoid in her 
defense of female "rights," at the same time knowing very little about her own 
feminine resources . . . Efficiency and sucess are her values. Personal issues are 
suppressed or dealt with in a bmsque "masculine" way. Paitience or 
comprehension for anything still undeveloped or in the process of developing is 
lacking, both in respect to Herself and others, (von Franz 207) 

But more significant than the discemible traits which suggest one or another 

archetype is the manner in which Casona opposes Amanda's strength, intelligence and 

ambition to Ramon's weakness, His ineptitude and His lack of ambition. The opposition 

of the two characters more clearly suggests the contra-sexual complex or anima/animus 

archetype. Amanda's animus that denotes the masculine is played against Ramon's 

anima that suggests the feminine. He is the weaker of the two because His feminine anima 

is dominant; Amanda, on the other Hand, is dominated by her masculine traits. Casona 

produces an interesting and atypical partnership between the two. Jung explains that 

"Woman . . . Has an animus. The anima has an erotic, emotional character, the animus a 

rationalizing one" (CW:6) 
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The subjugation and cmelty experienced at Ramon's hands leads Amanda to a 

desperate plane where negative traits or a "shadow form" takes hold. Yet, the shadow or 

extreme of her "animus" is in the service of her ideal archetype—the "Good Mother." 

That is, the masculine traits become exaggerated because she is desperate to achieve a 

dignified motherhood with all its inherent rights. Ramon is free to marry, and Amanda is 

prepared to demand her right to an equal place in His Home as wife and mother. Dr. 

German, a friend and advisor, points out to Ramon: " . . . Siempre dice lo que quiere.[. . .] 

Esa mujer es mas brava y mas lista y mas ambiciosa que tii" (599). Amanda confirms His 

description with her obstinate statements: "Que me voy . . .Desde ahora, la linica que, de 

dia y de noche, va a mandar en mi ropa soy yo" (601). Connie Zweig provides further 

insights: 

Animus women tend to be adept in society, competent and confident-— 
except, perhaps, about their own femininity, which is not expressed in 
stereotypically attractive ways. Men want to befriend them and talk with them 
but go elsewhere when choosing romantic partners, which can leave these women 
feeling abandoned and perplexed. For many women, this experience may lead to 
a painful intemal conflict between feeling powerful in the world and feeling 
attractive as a woman. But it also can wake up a woman to her deeper longing to 
be authentically feminine, to experience Herself fully as a female Human being 
and, at the same time, to be a strong, independent individual whose power and 
authority are rooted within Her. (184) 

Amanda demonstrates strength and determination, betraying her desperation in her 

ultimatum to Ramon. Still, at first Ramon resists: "^Has pensado bien lo que puede 

ocurrir?" (599). In Her tirade his abuse is revealed and her defiance made apparent: 

AMANDA: . . . todo. Hasta que podrias tratar de detenerme a la fuerza. 
Intentalo. Con el latigo, el cuchillo; es igual. Intentalo; a ver si doy un paso atras. 

RAMON: No eran latgos ni cuchillo lo que te tenian sujeta a mi. 
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AMANDA: Ya se, y mil veces me he mordido los brazos, maldiciendo mi 
sangre floja. Ahora ya paso. Tii has podido hacerme perder muchas cosas; pero 
mi orgullo, ni tu ni nadie. (599) 

Ramon is quick to remind her that she is dependent upon him for food and shelter. 

Amanda reacts with a biting insult telling Him that she will not be like him, a coward 

crying in his glass, and reminds Him that his position and money came through marriage 

and not from His own accomplishment. Further, she divulges that she Has been Ramon's 

victim; but that will soon end. Her "Animus" is dominating to aid her in her stmggle to 

become a mother: 

AMANDA: jMe voy porque me tengo respeto, ytu no! No pretendo ser "la 
sefiora" jPero tampoco quiero ser ni un dia mas tu criada de dormir! 

RAMON: ^Que esperas de mi? ^Palabrias de amores? 

AMANDA: No se trata de palabras. Son los hechos que ofenden. (O.C. 600) 

Amanda has arrived at the core of her heartache. She asks him why He does not 

wish to father a child with Her. She manages to get His attention by Her determination to 

leave. Demanding to know why. He insists on preventing Her departure. Ramon explains 

their symmetry: He knows How to fell the trees; she knows how to plant them. He boils 

over like milk, and she simmers like oil (602). Casona used his lyricism to contrast the 

feminine and masculine and, at the same time, emphasize their co-dependence. Ramon 

asserts, "Nos Hacemos falta los dos" (604). Amanda begins to soften Her stance; 

However, she will remain only if she may be the full partner at Ramon's side as mother of 

His children and mler of His home. Amanda pressures Ramon to eliminate Genoveva by 

sending Her to an asylum. She devises a plan to deceive Genoveva with a letter allegedly 

from her betrothed in America. Genoveva becomes reckless when she begins to focus on 
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plans to travel to join her betrothed as requested in the fraudulent letter. Their friend, 

Rosina, tells Uriel of the plot. He makes a grave error when he mounts a notoriously 

spirited and dangerous horse while wearing spurs in his desperate effort to inform Dr. 

German, the one person that could prevent her confinement. On the way, an accident 

takes Him to the "other side" where He joins his deceased family, and he is finally able to 

achieve the Happiness that was denied him with the living. Amanda's achievement must 

suffice for resolution in this drama, for Genoveva's hopes will be dashed. For Amanda, 

as for several other typical women in Casona's dramas, motherhood becomes the ultimate 

goal, frequently even their salvation. The "Great Mother" archetype followed to its 

logical conclusion becomes a trap for the writer, reducing women to their biology. It 

seems likely that the poetry that Casona lavishes on his creation took precedence over 

characterizations and plots, and the use of archetypes allowed him to give free reign to 

those poetic abilities, disregarding possible appearances of misygyny. To Casona's credit 

He employed a preponderance of female protagonists, while presenting male characters in 

caricature when it suited the story. 
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Notes 

1 The Spanish theater-going public would readily recognized the "Etemal 
Maiden" or Solterona as a popular character. This information supplied by Dr. Janet 
Perez. 

Alejandro Casona, Casa de los siete balcones. Obras Completas. 1̂^ ed. (1954). 
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CHAPTER VI 

WOMAN ACHIEVES GODDESS STATUS 

Two more explicit examples of a pure archetype do not exist in Casona's works 

than are found in the following plays. Natacha is the quintessential "Amazon," while 

Ines is the ideal of the "Earth Mother." Both women achieve the level of greatness. 

Nuestra Natacha 

Casona employed personal experiences that He acquired during the most 

grafifying and informative period of His life as a source for this drama. During his 

direction of Las Misiones Pedagogicas, Casona Had the opportunity to interact with 

enthusiastic, committed young people who gave freely of their time in order to bring 

learning and culture to the people. The optimism of Nuestra Natacha reaffirms his 

admiration for the students that endured with him. 

In the first act, Casona delineates the motives of several students who are the 

main characters of the drama. A minor character. Flora, is basically an undeveloped 

"Maiden" archetype. Her only focus is to be a Helpmate to Mario, a student of insects. In 

fact, her interest in insects is merely a consequence of Mario's obsession with them. 

Generally, the students occupy themselves with transitional educational pursuits that keep 

them from worrying too much about politics or any serious matters. For example, 

although Lalo is injured at a political protest, it soon becomes clear that he simply enjoys 

the action. His fickle attitude shows in His movement from cause to cause and from one 
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discipline to another discipline. The lack of direction in Lalo is contrasted to Natacha' 

serious commitment to Her course of studies and her profession. 

Natacha 

The qualities that Natacha possesses Have enabled her to amass accolades and 

highest Honors. She, in fact is the first woman doctorate in the country. A fellow student 

describes Natacha: "Natacha es demasiado seria, entregada a su trabajo. No creo que le 

divierta pensar en otra cosa" (408). In addition to total commitment to her work as 

educator, a no-nonsense attitude outlines Her nature. Casona illustrates Natacha's rational 

lack of sentimentality in her statement: "No me gusta nada el romanficismo. Es la 

tristeza oganizada como espectaculo publico: llantos desmelenados, venenos, adulterios y 

musicos tuberculosos. No me gusta" (415). 

Natacha's remarkable success is even more significant when the poverty and 

cmelty that she suffered in the orphanage are considered. As with the other women in 

Casona's works. Her difficult past has given Her strength of character, vision and 

direction. With the support from Her kindly guardian, Don Santiago, she Has developed a 

plan for reforming the system that mistreated her. The goal that she faithfully pursued 

Has been to leam the educational methods that will rescue other girls like Herself through 

her innovations. The opportunity to implement the improved methods with the girls of 

the same reformatory where she suffered presents itself, and she accepts the challenge. 

Lalo, by contrast, is characterized as wealthy and irresolute. He seems content to 

continue His studies in perpetuity. He states: "Hace catorce afios que empece a estudiar 

Medicina; tres generaciones Han pasado sobre mi cadaver, y yo aqui, firme en mi puesto. 
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Si la suerte me ayuda un poco, no terminare en otros catorce" (403). The inspirational 

attribute in Natacha is demonstrated in Her advice to Lalo: "Usted podria ser una fuerza 

desonentada; pero es una fuerza. ^Por que no le busca un cauce social a esa alegria, a esa 

fe en la vida que le desborda siempre? jPodria Hacer tanto bien! Usted seria un magnifico 

profesor de optimismo" (417). Natacha offers Him a cause—the poor, the sick among the 

workers of the lands of Castile. She encourages him to take his joy and show them how 

to laugh and sing as a defense against the wind and the sun. Natacha reveals Her 

intuitiveness as she pinpoints his best quality—His optimism. She inspires Him to become 

interested in the victims of the educafional system. 

The second part of the drama exposes the problems at the reformatory and 

Natacha's efforts to change them. Natacha takes a particular interest in a girl who Has 

repeatedly been put in solitary confinement just as Natacha had been. Natacha identifies 

with her restless spirit and makes special allowances for Marga to be permitted to mn 

through the grass as she so desperately longs to do. Concem for Marga prompts Natacha 

to accelerate the changes that she plans for the orphanage. Consequently, resistance from 

the patron of the reformatory surfaces and threatens to prevent her reform: " . . . el 

regimen de trabajo libre, la indisciplina que ya apunta por todas partes . . . Es peligroso 

todo eso, tratandose de almas moralmente debiles, formadas en el delito y en la calle" 

(453). She, However, is determined to follow Her convictions even as she loses her 

posifion. Lalo comes to her rescue with the offer of property that he Has inherited from 

his family. The other four students donate a full year to Help her to establish Her own 

orphanage in which she can implement Her Humane techniques. The girls and boys are 
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brought to the new orphanage where they grow their own food and do all the work in a 

familial. Humanitarian atmosphere. 

Marga 

Casona reiterates His belief in "the Good Mother" with the addition of Marga's 

sad story. During an escape from the reformatory, Natacha's favorite charge, Marga, was 

"befriended" by a wealthy group of socialites out on the town. Using alcohol to sedate 

Her, a man violated Marga without Her knowledge. When she begins to show symptoms 

of pregnancy, the Marquesa places blame on Natacha's innovative doctrines. Natacha 

reacts with outrage: "^Y ahora quereis volcar sobre ella [Marga] una verguenza que no 

es suya? ^Es que quereis que empiece ya a maldicir esas entrafias que pueden ser su 

rendencion? No le menfireis!" (456). Natacha expresses the notion that Marga's child 

will be Her redempfion. Natacha encourages Marga to Hold her head high: "jTu de pie 

con tu hijo!" She Happily becomes a mother and later when she is asked if she still feels a 

need to wander, Marga responds, " Ya paso. Ahora no hay ninguna voz que me llame 

fliera de casa. j Estaba tan cansadaj Me parece que lo que yo buscaba, sin saberlo, por 

todos los caminos, no era mas que esto: un hijo donde recostarme. . . Ya lo tengo" (461). 

Marga, in this way, conveys the serenity she received from motherhood. Casona insists 

that His character's extramarital pregnancy be accepted as a redemptive potential. 

Despite integration of that concept with the "Great Mother" archetype, this notion would 

have been unrealistic in a society that ostracizes illegitimacy and single parents. The 

recurring expression of his philosophy illustrates the idealism imparted through his drama 

often called, "pedagogia del alma." Significantly, Casona has chosen to represent the 
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"Great Mother" archetype with the name Marga that repeats throughout His works and 

signals the association of the mother archetype with the feminine symbol, the sea. 

Athena Archetype 

Natacha's archetype requires that she be committed to her mission to the 

exclusion of all other interests. Many male friends have pursued Her without success. 

Lalo has been smitten for quite a long time. She, however, is unwilling to commit to 

anything that would keep Her from her mission, ft is only when she Has her plan in place 

and needs someone to stay to help her complete Her project that she asks Lalo to remain. 

Like the hypertrophic mother, she puts Her own needs last. Her "self is subordinate to 

the protection of her orphans. 

Natacha's profession and her efforts to protect the vicfims of the reformatory 

system suggest the "Good Mother" archetype, yet her outstanding beauty and her appeal 

to the opposite sex might indicate "Hetaira." The seriousness with which she pursues her 

mission and her rationality points to the "Amazon." Correspondingly, the description 

that Estella Lauter provides for the latter archetype fits Natacha: "The Amazon is 

independent and self-contained; her development is not based on a psychological 

relationship with a man. Her interest is directed toward "objective" achievements of her 

own" (74). However, this most heroic of characters demands a Heroic archetype. In 

"Athena Guardian of Wholeness," Donna Gower describes just such an archetype: 

The figure of Athena inevitably evokes awe . . . Athena's immediate 
involvement in the lives of heroes reflects her mission—and Her quality—to bring 
right-mindedness into the realm of action in the world. In peace and war, she 
provides wise counsel for men and for gods, the kind of counsel that results in 
good judgment and proper conduct.. . . (55) 
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Natacha inspires through Her character and Her accomplishments. The 

commitment to Her mission calls others to Her cause. She, like Athena, shows a special 

ability to see in Lalo more than the irresolute, wealthy young man. On identifying his 

special quality of optimism she gives him direction. He finds his tme calling through her 

inspiration. A very ordinary, uncommitted man is able to reach extraordinary 

commitment, making sacrifices and giving up material goods. With only slight hope that 

a future will be possible for them. He agrees to stay and Help Her with her orphanage. The 

two join forces to accomplish the singular mission. 

Corona de amor y muerte 

This drama figures among several that have been written about the legend of Ines 

de Castro. All the enchanting elements of a cherished fairy tale are present. The 

indomitable, mgged, yet noble prince falls in love with a sullied beauty. Their union is 

doomed by the betrothal of Constanza Manuel of Spain to Pedro of Portugal in an effort 

to secure the survival of the state when the prince was a mere child. With the marriage, 

Portugal would unite with Spain for their mutual protection. At great risk to the two 

lovers, Prince Pedro and Ines build a beautiflil family life. One day the beautiful fairy 

tale ends when the Prince's father demands that He fulfill his obligation to marry the 

Princess of Casfille. In Casona's version, the Princess is a proud lady whose honor and 

duty are first in Her mind. The archetype of "Amazon" represented by Athena is clearly 

indicated by descriptions of Princess Constanza. 
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Ines 

The significance of the sacrifices that fries is willing to make for the good of the 

country above Her own life places her on the level of a great heroine. Hi contrast to the 

"Amazon," Her weapons are Her natural purity and generous beauty. Her strength comes 

through Pedro and Ines feels complete only when He is with her. Dependence is an 

attribute that she accepts and even values. Her service is to Pedro's children and to his 

home. Yet she understands that the prince's duty to country must be above them all, as 

she tells Him: "Tu pueblo esta por encima de ti . . . fienes un alto desfino que cumplir" 

(O.C. 477-478). The "Earth Mother" archetype that she represents hearkens back to the 

Greek goddess, Demeter. 

The dialogue between Ines and Pedro emphasizes archetypal elements, 

contrasting the masculine with the feminine as the prince explains: "Tu la temura, y yo 

la fuerza. Para ti, la caricia y la cancion de cuna; para mi, el grito y el caballo" (479). 

Pedro explains to the Infanta the qualities that Ines possesses: 

INFANTA: jPero no puede ser una mujer como otra cualquiera! Algun misterio 
tiene que tener! 

PEDRO: Uno solo. Que le gusta Hilar con sus campesinos, llorar para ella sola 
y reir para todos, vendimiar sus vifias y amasar su pan, despues de lo cual, todos 
los dias sobran vienticuatro Horas para querer. (492) 

Casona confers upon Ines further universal sjmibolism while praising the entire feminine 

gender with the words that the Infanta speaks: " Una simple mujer, que no aspira a otra 

gloria que la de ser mujer"(502). Ines claims to be the echo of Pedro and proclaims that 

she is his shadow or his reflecfion. Casona enumerates in the words of Ines the ideal 

feminine traits that he portrays: "Despues de diez afios y tres hijos no me siento ni 
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esposa m madre. jMe siento cuatro veces amante! . . . despues de resistir firme como un 

Hombre, jque alegria volver a sentirme debil, y vol ver a tener este miedo pequefio! y 

saber que los brazos me sobran cuando no estas tii. Y poder llorar otra vez como una 

mujer feliz" (519). 

Princess Constanza 

Casona leaves no ambiguity about the ideal archetype for the Princess, even 

dressing her "de amazona," i.e., in riding clothes, to emphasize the contrast between the 

two women for their confrontation. Constanza contrives a private meeting with Ines so 

that she may satisfy her intense curiosity about her through her superior horsemanship, 

pretending to be carried away by Her Horse to the forrest Home where Her rival resides 

with Her children. A showdown, of sorts, takes place in which two contrasting, ultimate 

representatives of their respective archetypes come face to face with one another. 

Constanza is beautiful and intelligent, and duty to Her country is paramount. Her 

qualities support Her purpose in life—the fulfillment of Her duty to her country. Loyalty 

to the collective group, typical of the "Amazon," renders Her loyal to her king and 

country. She Has been in training for Her calling throughout her life and is determined to 

prevail with the Prince. Constanza leams in the encounter with Ines that she is no match 

for the "Earth Mothefwho is fully supported by Nature. The Princess fails in the quiet 

stmggle for Pedro's loyalty and Heart through the superiority Ines holds in the personal 

realm in which she conveys Her selfless devotion, complete support of Pedro's interests, 

and a satisfaction with the simple, natural life, conforming to her family's needs. The 
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ultimate power rests in Ines' evident connection to Pedro's Human, instinctive need for 

love. Although she loses Her life in the political stmggle against the King, her legend 

lives on. 
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CHAPTER VII 

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE GRANDMOTHERS 

Casona's abuelas can mn the gamut from negative to positive in the realm of the 

"Great Mother." They share nostalgia for an eariier stage in life whose passing they 

mourn. Casona permits an abundance of empathy for his complex illustrations. 

Los arboles mueren de pie 

Inifially, a chaotic scene ensues, juxtaposing an orderly office environment with 

strange characters that enter without explanation and baffle their observers, Marta and 

Sefior Balboa, with strange dialogue. Marta Isabel is ready to leave when it becomes 

clear that she Has been observing the personnel of an agency with an unconventional 

goal. Mauricio informs her: " . . . Lo que estamos ensayando aqui es una beneficencia 

piiblica para el alma" (OC. 596). "Games" that correct injustices and alleviate suffering 

in society are practiced by covert methods. Marta Isabel herself has been a recipient of 

their benevolent acts. For example, when she was recently at the point of suicide, she 

found a note with the simple message, "mafiana," attached to a single rose. The element 

of hope that the gesture produced was enough to give her a reason to live and bring her to 

the agency. Marta Isabel begins to understand the agency's motive and recognizes the 

note as a part of their plan. She realizes that she Herself has benefited profoundly from 

their unconventional measures. She, therefore, agrees to stay and become a part of the 

group. Her first assignment is a simple one. She must smile at the observers on her 

regular walks in front of the prison, thereby, providing them a cmcial distraction from 

their bleak existence. Next, she is called upon to play the wife in a flawed scheme for 
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Balboa, her fellow observer, who desperately solicits the agency's services in the Hope of 

preventing a retum to the depression that seized his wife after he expelled their grandson 

for His intolerable behavior. For years Balboa was able to soothe the mother's longing by 

inventing letters that showed a good and loving grandson living a decent life. Prompted 

by the arrival of an authentic letter from the grandson announcing his retum, Balboa 

enlists the Help of the agency to continue the sham. The director will play the grandson 

who is to retum after years of travels according to the fabricated letters, and Marta will 

play the new wife that Balboa invented as an embellishment to the invented life with the 

goal of brightening the Abuela's life. Mauricio and Marta Isabel present believable 

portrayals; therefore, the production appears to be a success. Balboa leams of the news 

that the ship, on which His tme, absent grandson was traveling, has sunk. The relief 

Balboa felt because the expected confrontation with His grandson has been averted is 

soon replaced with worry since He is very much alive. He has been saved because His 

disreputable life requires Him often to move to another ship in order to throw any 

followers off his trail. Unfortunately, the grandson, tme to His nature, contacts the 

grandfather with demands for money to pay His debts. When he becomes aware of the 

mse that Balboa has contrived, he seizes the opportunity to blackmail Him in exchange 

for His silence. Mauricio and Balboa challenge his unreasonable demands, but he will not 

back down. They decide that the charade must end, and the tmth must be revealed. 

Marta Isabel's fondness for the Abuela prompts her to make a final desparate plea for 

compassion. The Abuela has overheard the confrontation and realizes the tmth about her 

grandson. Gathering up incredible strength, she sends him packing without allowing Her 
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"new family" to see her sorrow. She resolves to hide Her discovery of the tmth and keep 

her dignity like the tree that dies standing. Cervello-Margolef explains: 

'De pie', 'en pie', en esta acfitud propia de los arboles, simboliza Casona la 
fortaleza de animo y la dignidad personal. Muerta por dentro, pero de pie, 'como 
un arbol'. Asi quiere la Abuela que la vean, cuando ella misma se dispone a 
aceptar y continiia la piadosa intriga que le Han urdido sus presuntos nietos. La 
actitud mas digna ante la muerte es la de recibiria 'en pie'. . . . (85) 

Marta Isabel 

Marta Isabel represents the passive, generous, "Good Mother/Maiden" archetype. 

In her solitary state, she is as disconsolate as the psychologically static Abuela. The two 

women come to life when given the chance to share their aptitude for relationship that is 

their feminine birthright. For Marta, Abuela is the prescription for healing. The void that 

exists in Marta life that brought her to the brink of suicide is ready to be filled by the 

Abuela's matemal hypertrophy. Unlike other recipients of the agency's corrective 

schemes, Marta responds in a completely positive way to the agency's gestures and to the 

Abuela's generosity. Marta plays the part impressively but begins immediately to show 

emotion and guilt for deceiving the grandmother. Her need for a home and family Has 

prompted Her to become enveloped in the warmth and security of this welcoming home. 

The playwright elevates the female character's stature, charging Her with the task of 

confronting the grandson. Isabel's "Good Mother" archetype requires that she protect the 

grandmother, and Her deep feelings prompt her to reach for inner strength and bravely 

take charge in confronting the grandson after Balboa and Mauricio Have lost faith in their 

ability to protect her. When Abuela overhears the son threatening Isabel during their 

exchange. Her protective instincts activate as well. 
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Abuela 

The grandmother's close association with Mother Nature is accentuated by 

precise descriptions of the trees and flowers that emphasize a vibrant nature around her 

home. In like manner Her love of music emphasizes her feminine archetype. Nature and 

the home are joined into her sheltering, feminine realm. The void in Marta Isabel draws 

her into the image: "Cuando decia 'abuela' no era una palabra recitada, era un grito que 

le venia de dentro y desde lejos" (O.C. 648). When Marta called out Abuela it was not 

the word or the role that she was playing, but was a cry from deep within her. The 

audience sees the pain Isabel is put through as she is reminded of all that she does not 

have—mother and Home. The image sublimated for the purpose of survival wakens in 

Marta Isabel, grips Her and Heightens the tragic in the play. The archetypal image of the 

feminine, the "Good Mother" of Her unconscious that is known primordially by Marta 

Isabel, allows Casona to make a connection to the spectater's image of the "Great 

Mother" and universality is accomplished. 

The exaggerated aspect of the archetype as it appears in Casona's Abuela can be 

explained using the work of C.G. Jung. In his pschoanalytic investigations Jung 

encountered examples from which he gathered recurrent pattems that demonstrate a 

divergent form of the "Great Mother" archetype later called the "Devouring Mother." He 

provided details that describe the traits of the archetype: 

Hypertrophy of the Matemal Element. . .The exaggeration of the feminine side 
means an intensificafion of all female insfincts, above all the matemal instinct. 
The negative aspect is seen in the woman whose only goal is childbirth. To Her 
the husband is obviously of secondary importance; He is first and foremost the 
instmment of procreation, and she regards Him merely as an object to be looked 
after, along with children, poor relations, cats, dogs, and household fumiture. 
Even her own personality is of secondary importance; she often remains entirely 
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unconscious of it, for Her life is lived in and through others, in more or less 
complete identification with all the objects of Her care. First she gives birth to the 
chfidren, and from then on she clings to them, for without them she has no 
existence whatsoever . . .(A.F. 116) 

Casona's version of the "Devouring Mother" plainly blossoms when she has loved ones 

to "mother," and shuts down when she does not have this outlet. The depression that 

Abuela falls into during the years after her grandson is expelled from the home goes on 

year after year until Balboa creates the illusion for her. So desperate is He to save her that 

He approaches the unusual agency with his extraordinary request. Though by the Jungian 

system, she might be considered a "Devouring Mother" archetype, she is quite lovable 

and charming. The negative effects of the archetype make her unable to see the cormpt 

behavior in her grandson, setting Her up for the pain she will experience. A stronger 

dramatic climax is possible with the reader's identification of Abuela with her "Good 

Mother" traits. The beguiling Abuela seems quite harmless except to herself, yet she does 

exhibit several of the classic traits of the "Devouring Mother." 

The idea of extreme protection or "devouring" resounds in the agency, in Balboa, 

and in the Abuela. Casona's characterization deviates from the classic descripfion of the 

archetype as described, but approximates the myth often cited as the origin for the 

negative archetype. A Jungian approach or archetypal approach seeks out the parts of a 

tale that suggest characteristics that relate to the Universal; therefore, a stmctural feature 

in the play unmistakably provides the allusion. Abuela's despondent state following the 

departure of Her beloved grandson and the permissive, bountiful Home with the many 

feminine symbols are two aspects of the plot suggestive of a Celtic myth cited as the 

devouring pattem. In the story a mother, Herzeloyde, has lost her husband and responds 
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to the loss by clinging to her son, Persival, keeping Him in a secluded forest, ignorant of 

the outside world. Knapp explains the psychological implications: " . . .the domain of 

the great mother . . .in its natural state in contrast to the cultivated garden with its ordered 

planned and restricted vegetation, represents a womblike sphere. Fertility luxuriates and 

thrives, but chaotically, in the worid of the "green" mother. Identified with the most 

primitive feminine level of the psyche, a kind of psychologically incestuous thrall. . 

.(44). "Percival is taken entranced [and] Herzeloyde swoons when she Hears him talk in 

this way [....] To faint symbolizes the eclipse of the rational sphere, an inablility to 

accept a situation consciously" (42). The perfect Home that the grandmother creates for 

her grandson, Mauricio, alludes to the beautiful protecfive forest provided for Percival in 

the myth. Though the characterization of the Abuela is suggestive of the myth, Casona 

resists making her responsible for the grandson's shortcomings as in the myth. The 

"Devouring Mother" in this play takes the form of overprotection, or overindulgence on 

several levels. The agency, for example, functions like a "Devouring Mother," going to 

the extreme. In one failed scheme, its protective efforts are an attempt to correct parental 

neglect in the past; However, the scare tactics used produce negative results. Children 

were kidnapped in order to frighten the parents into staying at Home with them; the 

agency's director explains His motive for attempting the scheme: "Realmente, era una 

pena ver a aquellas criaturas siempre abandonadas en manos extrafias" (OC. 598). The 

opposite outcome resulted because rather than staying at home with their children, as was 

hoped, the parents continued going out to socialize while their children remained locked, 

alone in their rooms. Although they are probably safe, Casona does not accept the 

resulting isolation of the children in their rooms to be an acceptable outcome. 
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Kidnapping children in order to accomplish a greater appreciation for them by their 

parents is too extreme a measure. Hilda Bemal noted the incidence of indirect messages 

in Casona's works: "Los problemas que presenta en sus obras tienen siempre un valor 

humano, comiin a todos los pueblos. Se diria de Casona que Casona posee ademas una 

intuicion integral de las emociones y los sentimientos, cualidad esencial para todo autor 

dramatico que aspire a dar a la sociedad obras de trascendencia" (13). 

The agency's misguided, over-protective schemes are paralleled by the illusion 

that Balboa created for His wife. Also, Balboa admitted in scene one that after the death 

of their own children, they overindulged their grandson. Next, the Abuela demonstrates 

how she obsesses on her grandson's studies, his career, his favorite dessert, his travels, 

etc. Her devotion is revealed in the amount of interest and dedication she extends to 

memorizing and studying His vocation and every aspect of his life. In fact, every detail of 

the letters that Balboa faked is now a part of Her. Her possessiveness is obvious when she 

speculates aloud about Isabel, calling Her one of "those women" that come from far off 

places to take what is not theirs. Her comment prompts Genoveva to ask "^Celosa?" 

Abuela responds: "Quiza un poco. Una los cuida, va viendo crecer dia por dia, desde el 

sarampion Hasta el algebra y de repente una desconocida; nada mas que porque si, viene 

con sus manos lavaditas y te lo lleva entero. Ojala que por lo menos, sea digna de el" 

(612). The anficipated arrival of Her grandson prompts Abuela's emotional reaction: 

"jMi Mauricio! Mio, mio! . . ." (613). Abuela tries to get a better look at Mauricio in the 

light. The ensuing dialogue reveals the Abuela's attitude: 

BALBOA-Un momento, Eugenia. Mauricio no viene solo. Ni mal acompafiado. 
MAURICIO.- Ahi tienes a tu linda enemiga. 
ABUELA—Mi enemiga, ^por que? 
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MAURICIO.- ^Crees que no se te notaba en las cartas? "^Quien sera esa intmsa 
que viene a robarme lo mio?" (614) 

Abuela shows her belief in Balboa's deceit, welcoming Mauricio after twenty years with 

complete Hospitality and apologizing for Her Husband's mistake: 

El abuelo no supo lo que hacia; estaba fuera de si. Afortunadamente supiste 
abrirte paso. Pero un muchacho solo por el mundo . . .Si la vida te hubiera 
arrastrado por otros caminos ... ^De quien seria la culpa? Eso es lo que el abuelo 
no se Ha atrevido a confesar en voz alta. Pero en el fondo de su consciencia yo se 
que no ha dejado un solo dia de pedirte perdon. (621) 

Over-indulgence is betrayed in Abuela's request: "A ver riete un poco. . .jAsi! 

Esa chispita de oro es lo que yo esperaba. La misma de entonces; la que me hacia 

perdonartelo todo . . .y tii lo sabias, granuja" (613). Later, when the real grandson comes 

to demand money, it is clear that Abuela has always forgiven his faults in the past when 

the grandson says: "Vengo a buscar lo mio y tu sabes muy bien que la abuela no seria 

capaz de negarmelo" (643). 

Conclusion 

The feminine manifests in several of the characters and in the agency's 

determination to protect others. The women, in particular, dwarf the other characters in 

their show of defense of home and family. Abuela represents a form somewhere between 

"Good Mother" and "Devouring Mother." She provides a central character immersed in 

an exaggerated level of selfless devotion, slightly more characteristic, in Jungian terms, 

of the "Devouring Mother" archetype, despite Her endearing traits. Jung's explanation is 

applicable to her behavior: "The negative aspect of a woman's personal identity is 

colored by a masochistic protest, which compensates for her renunciation of subjectivity. 
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Her ego functions only in this motheriy fashion and feels empty without it. An example 

is the martyr who is hurt that Her child, after all Her work and encouragement. Has not 

fulfilled Her expectations" (A.F. 199). 

The Abuela's initial despondency instigates the plan to protect her that is the 

premise of the drama. The main focus of the play captures her consummate 

preoccupation with Her grandson's life though He Had gone long ago, and she seems 

incapable of seeing the negative traits in him. In addition, the grandson uses the other 

characters' zeal to protect the Abuela to extort money from them. Empathy for the mother 

whose child Has responded to Her nurthuring devotion with cold, heartless, selfishness 

builds to a climax. Her acceptance of the tmth about her grandson demonstrates Her 

growth, and she secures the power to keep Him from destroying their home. Though she 

is devastated by the loss of Her grandson, she does not become entrenched in 

despondency as before, but rather tums her feminine instinct towards Marta Isabel and 

Mauricio, masking Her Hurt in another act of feminine self-sacrifice. Her need to protect, 

consistent with Her identification with the "Good Mother," accounts for her staunch 

decision that others must not suffer because of Her pain. Her life has enduring 

importance to Her new "family" and hope exists for the future. The spectator is left with 

the possibility that she will derive some happiness through the lives of Her surrogate 

family. The equilibrium that retums to the drama is lyrically symbolized by the tree 

because, though the beauty and gifts that it could share at its prime are forgotten after it 

has died, it continues to display a dignified aspect just as {he Abuela is determined to 

exhibit. Her dignity is intact, even though her dreams for Her grandson are gone; illusion 

is shown to Have a Hefty price. The grandmother ultimately confronts reality, and Casona 
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portrays Her poetically like the great artist that his character, Mauricio, describes: "Mira 

ese jacaranda del jardin: hoy vale porque da flor y sombra, pero mafiana, cuando se 

muera como mueren los arboles, en silencio y de pie, nadie volvera a acordarse de el. En 

cambio, si lo Hubiera pintado un gran artista, viviria etemamente"(630). 

La barca sin pescador 

In this drama Casona eamed his reputation for placing fantasy alongside reality. 

Richard, a stockbroker finds Himself facing min because his stocks Have lost their value 

on the market. The devil appears to offer a deal to save him from min. He proposes to 

Richard that by the simple act of signing a contract, he can murder a man on the other 

side of the worid thereby setting in motion a rise in the stock market. Reluctant, at first, 

he finally agrees to the terms of the contract. At the moment that he begins to sign, he 

hears a woman's scream that will haunt him until he renounces his transaction. 

Enriqueta 

The only woman that is mentioned in the world of business depicted in the first 

scene represents a markedly negative identity within the Amazon archetype: 

a . . . cold woman whose sexuality is repressed, or is pressed into the service of 
Her ego. Sexuality then manifests itself as power, either in autonomous outbursts 
which are devoid of personal relatedness to a partner, or in manipulations of a 
partner simply to further Her own ambitions. Her feeling remains undeveloped, 
and she herself remains untouched and basically uninvolved, a person in her own 
right, but isolated, quite alone in the world, (von Franz 206) 

There is no ambiguity in Casona's portrayal. Enriqueta takes her place w ith Richard 

when he is strong and at the "top" but is mmored to be with his archrival when fortunes 
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Have changed. Once Richard regains wealth and power, she reappears, feigning 

innocence. 

Hi the time between Act I and Act II, a total change of scene occurs, and a fishing 

village in a Scandanavian country becomes the setting. A family represented by a mother 

and daughter comprises the focal home. Casona identifies the mother by the appellation, 

abuela or grandmother, accentuating her stage in life and granting Her universal status 

within the drama. Through Her monologue the grandmother makes it clear that their lives 

Have been devastated by the death of the man of the house. Estela, Her daughter, has 

resolved to survive by carrying on the fishing business that was her husband's livelihood. 

However, even Estela's constant toil cannot supply the needs of the home. Yet, she is 

determined to avoid asking help of Her sister and brother-in-law because she suspects the 

latter's involvement in the mysterious death of Her Husband. Richard, tortured by guilt, is 

drawn to the small village on the other side of the world where He eventually leams that 

the devil Has only duped Him into thinking that He murdered Peter. He finds happiness 

with the simple village people and falls in love with Estela. 

The Grandmother 

This play's grandmother is distinct in Her refusal to quietly accept things as they 

are. Her gmmbling provides a Humorous contrast to the unspoken sorrow of Her two 

daughters. Her recollections imply a sensual, vital young woman, betraying her nostalgia 

for the stage of life that is now in the past. The grandmother of La barca sin pescador 

readily expresses Her opinions; moreover, tact and silence are not her manner. Unlike 

Casona's other mothers and grandmothers who Have declined after the loss of a loved 
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one, here, the abuela seems to be determined to effect a change. She sees that Estela has 

entrenched herself in the work of Her beloved, Peter, in order to keep His memory alive. 

She senses, too, the tension between Estela and Frida since Peter's death. Abuela 

becomes an agent for exposing the undercurrent of emotions by confronting Frida about 

Her infrequent visits. She then betrays the tmst by revealing the conversation to Estela, 

and thereby demonstrates Her willingness to meddle in the family's discord. Suggesting 

another archetype from Demeter's story, Abuela funcfions as a catalyst for enlightenment 

within the family dynamic like Hecate, Demeter's companion in the Greek myth. 

Abuela, like Hecate, employs Her wisdom and experience to free her daughters from their 

denial of reality. Jean Shinoda Bolin explains Hecate's general qualities, and the parallel 

is unmistakable: "People may think that they cannot face what is tme, and so they adapt, 

often by keeping the tmth at a distance through rationalization, denial, or addictions that 

serve to numb us to the tmth. Only when a woman Has leamed from experience that 

reality can be faced, is she a wisewoman like Hecate" (51). 

Likewise, in more worldly matters, Abuela shares Her experience freely as she 

unmercifully criticizes tio Marko's ineptitude, gives Him advice about selling carved 

ships, and shows Him exactly what His sales technique is missing: "Y tii ahi, quieto como 

un poste, mirandolos pasar. Cuando la mercancia no les entra por los ojos, hay que 

metersela por los oidos" (OC. 854). Then, she gives him a demonstration that shows that 

in her younger days, she had flair that she can still draw up. Without a doubt, she 

possesses the confidence and capability to perform the job better than Her brother; her 

longing for the opportunity to go out to do the work is apparent in her exclamation: "jSi 

me dejaran a mi!" (854). 
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She IS apt to say what is on Her mind even when she has been asked to keep a 

secret, because Her motivation is repair of the broken ties among Her family members by 

exposing the tmth. She tells Estela that she works too hard and that she should ask for 

help. She confronts Frida about the fact that her visits are infrequent and complains that 

she is missing her grandchild's development. Hi fact, she is willing to sacrifice Harmony 

in Her relationships to satisfy her need to tell everyone what they should do and openly 

plays matchmaker for Estela and Richard. 

This grandmother's transformative function is commensurate with Her utility for 

comic relief, calling to mind the bawdy Baubo/Iambe of the Demeter's story that Kaela 

Kory describes: 

[Baubo as]. . .a crone trickster figure unique in Greek mythology. Old, sexually 
bawdy, and comically lewd, she appears in the myth of Demeter and Persephone 
as a vibrantly alive and compassionate nurse, the only character with the wisdom 
to understand Demeter's needs and the transformative ability to shift the fixity of 
the paralyzing depression which the goddess suffers after the loss of Persephone, 
her maiden-daughter-self It is Baubo's jokes and bawdy gestures, which 
combine a feminine, Dionysian loosening power with a comic, trickster, 
transformative energy that reverse Demeter's despair . . . (ii) 

Venturing a risky proposition, Casona clarifies the symbolism of the barca or boat 

without its fisherman of the title through the abuela's expressed conviction that a home is 

not complete without a man. She readily expresses discontent with the tedium of 

household tasks, as if they Have lost meaning without the man to benefit from Her efforts. 

This expressed attitude potentially could alienate the reader with its mysogynistic tone 

were it not for Her comic usefiilness in the drama. The spunk that she displays makes Her 

one of Casona's most interesting characters. 
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Frida and Estela 

Frida's loyalty to the brooding, culpable Cristian defines Her nature. Accordingly, 

the rivalry that existed between Her and Estela before Her marriage does not obstmct 

Frida's wish to spare Estela from dmdgery and min through the hidden purchase of the 

note for Peter's boat. Her only fault seems to be Her reluctance to see the visible signs 

that implicate Cristian in Peter's death, but she cleariy loves Her Husband, in addition to 

considering loyalty a wifely duty. 

Estela Has responded to the loss of her husband by displaying a dogged 

determination to single-handedly attain the dream that had been Peter's goal—the boat. 

Even with constant toil, she is unable to make ends meet, yet she refuses economic Help 

from Her sister and Cristian. She is exhausted and so consumed by her work that she 

cannot see that Frida's warmth towards her has cooled because she senses the suspicions 

that Estela Harbors conceming Cristian. Frida urgently needs the warm relationship she 

once enjoyed with Estela, but the undercurrent of distmst forbids it. Although the simple 

beautiful village life is shown in contrast to the world of business where distmst and 

coldness mn rampant, broken familiy ties can also wreak havoc there. Estela's 

suspicions about Cristian's guilt are well founded, standing between the sisters' 

relationship. The repair of family ties Hinges on forgiveness. When before His death 

Cristian asks forgiveness of Estela; she grants it willingly. The sisters' archetypes are 

represented by "Eros," an integral feminine quality, according to psychologists, that is an 

aptitude for relationship. 
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Women's psychology is founded on the principle of Eros, the great binder and 
loosener, whereas from ancient times the mling principle ascribed to man is logos. 
The concept of Eros could be expressed in modem terms as psychic relatedness, 
and that of Logos as objective interest. In the eyes of the ordinary man, love in its 
tme sense coincides with the institution of marriage, and outside marriage there is 
only adultery or "platonic friendship." For woman, marriage is not an institution 
at all but a human love-relationship-at least that is what she would like to 
believe. (Jung, A.F. 65) 

This compassionate feminine archetype coordinates with the sisters' inability to tolerate 

the breakdown of family. Each has been denying her needs, and evading her ideal 

archetype. Casona reveals his esteem of forgiveness by employing it as the solution to 

the conflict in this drama. It is only when Estela forgives Cristian for taking the life of 

her beloved Husband, Peter, that she is finally free to love Richard. The simple values that 

undergird life in the small village hold irresistible appeal for Richard who has escaped the 

complex world of business and High finance where deceit and alienation are taken for 

granted. Again, Casona achieves a clear message applying contrasts and archetypal 

imaging. 
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Note 

' Alejandro Casona. La barca sin pescador. Obras Completas 1 ed. Citations are 
from this earlier edition. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

LYRICISM TRANSCENDS THE MESSAGE 

Examination of the women in Casona's dramas finds archetypes throughout from 

a vanety of sources that account for many of the playwright's acknowledged universal 

qualifies and play a significant role in advancing the dramatist's idealistic and lyrically-

adomed messages. While Casona's "pedagogia del alma" Has been previously noted, with 

archetypes it is possible to demonstrate the manner in which Casona accomplishes His 

teaching. 

The women of Casona's dramas are diverse, yet they nearly all end in a positive 

constellation. The character enters initially appears with a difficult past or near defeat 

that gives Her depth, rancor, insecurity or even fragility. A slight encouragement may be 

all that is necessary for Her to quickly blossom. Even the most negative form exhibits 

redeeming qualities or redeems herself when she integrates a new archetype. Archetypal 

investigation of Casona's drama reveals the presence of a systematic design or underlying 

stmctures in Casona's writing. The woman characters are not indiscriminately invented, 

but rather, are consistent and stable when compared to archetypes such as those explored 

by the Jungian school: Good Mother, Amazon, and Medial Woman. They protect 

personal or collective interests and are generally faithflil to the pattems observed by Jung. 

Usually feminine natures equate with motherhood in Casona. Even the Amazon 

who is disinterested in men seems to desire motherhood in the future and several negativ e 

or pitiful characters are rescued by their motherhood, an attitude that is consistent with 

the author's high esteem for His mother whom he lost at age 27. Woman is portrayed as 
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fundamentally valuable to the Home, Casona's usual setting; consequently, a wide range 

of examples representing both the negative and positive aspects of the "Great Mother" 

are available. 

Frequently, the author's drama proffers indirect comments on his society by 

presenting problems he sees and a character's responses to it. For Casona's presentation 

of flaws in the educational system, for example. He creates a model educator, Natacha, 

whose goal is reforming that system, and for the purpose He employs a tmly heroic, 

supremely committed Athena archetype, a classic, positive Amazon. A notion regarding 

underlying balance in nature constitutes an illustration in La tercera palabra, in which the 

meeting of Marga, an Amazon, ant Pablo, the green knight, produces an exchange of her 

logos bias for His eros sway. The collision of archetypes launches the fusion of the 

Amazon with traits of the Earth Mother and balance or "actualization" is achieved. 

Balance is also the outcome in Romance en tres noches. Here the "Feminine," idealized 

as "Good Mother/Maiden," achieves the solution to the conflict in the drama. The men 

are suspended in an unrefined, dispirited condition until the feminine, Elsa, arrives to 

soften their radical masculine traits. Reciprocally, the image of the feminine implanted in 

the mind of the male characters stimulates Elsa to reach for a more positive idealized 

archetype. In fact, the characters, Elsa and Dan, are shown to stmggle with the shadow 

form of their persona before they are elevated by one another towards their ideal. When 

Elsa triumphs over Her shadow, she is able to lead the other characters to a healthier 

psychological state. Tres perfectas casadas utilizes the "persona" archetype as well, 

underscoring the grave consequences that assail Ada, a self-actualized, complex version 

of this archetype. 
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Opposites are utilized as the basis for La barca sin pescador. Placing the complex 

worid of business and high finance, full of deceit, against the simple village with its pure. 

Honest principles, Casona not only expresses His disdain for the twentieth cemury's 

hostile, artificial technological environment, but he offers guilt and suspicion as 

destmctive forces in the simple village as well. He accentuates the conviction with His 

representative for the negative Amazon, Enriquita of La barca sin Pescador. who easily 

moves from one man to another according to his success in that impersonal worid. 

Casona plays Her against Estela who is faithful to Peter's memory and his dreams even 

after His death. He veils the message with poetic effects; an example is the metonymy he 

applies to barco that refers to the home and pescador that refers to the beloved head of 

the household, Peter. The message is subtle and thought provoking. 

Casona's relays his preference for spiritual, creative power over concrete and 

rational forces by placing it center stage in La casa de los siete balcones. He emphasizes 

His position by assigning shadow traits to the rational characters and bestowing admirable 

features on the more spiritual, unconscious characters. Amanda is a shadowy animus 

woman who demands Her right to dignity and Home with her eye on eventually becoming 

the "Good Mother." Genoveva's unconscious condition, though generally positive, 

cannot triumph in a concrete, unimaginative world. She and Uriel are destined to fail in 

worldly terms; therefore, Casona sketches Genoveva with foolish behaviors that lighten 

the tragedy. Hidden within the tale of woe where spectral characters reveal the 

underlying tmths about shattered lives are implicit critiques of societal codes. Casona's 

skill in bringing to life passionate shadow archetypes while attaining an empathetic 

response for the pitiable, irrational characters divert attention from the cause of Genoveva 
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plight—the loss of the love of her life because of the wealth that she inherited through 

pnmogeniture. Moreover, every character's distress is in some way related to another's 

stmggle for economic independence. But Casona's focus is not simply that money is the 

root of all evil; that conventional message is only the intertextual vehicle that Casona 

utilizes to express the dramatic and lyrical endeavor that is His tme intent. 

Often, Casona coincidentally or deliberately renders familiar themes that suggest 

well-known myths. For example, in La dama del alba, the mother's psychological state 

declines in response to the tragedy of Her daughter's death, leaving her in a condition that 

brings to mind the Greek myth of Demeter who reacts in similar fashion after she loses 

Persephone to the underworld. Persephone is outmaneuvered by the god of the 

underworld paralleling the way in which Dama, a supematural type, entices Angelica to 

Her happy death as a solution to the family's dilemma. An aura reminiscent of fairytales 

that are so loved for their happy endings and familiar types can be identified in the 

beautiful story. Yet, the folksy and predictable omen illustrated in the story becomes 

only the backdrop for the more apparent notability of the work— its poetry and lyricism. 

Therefore, the message is subtle, even insignificant, when the artistic skill of the 

dramatist is considerably more conspicuous. 

Stressing the analysis of archetypal images in Casona's plays accentuates 

elements of his creative process. Stressing archetypal images in Casona's plays reveals 

and clarifies elements of His creative process that determine characteristics of his noted 

style. Bettina Knapp summarized the effect of the process thus: "Archetypal analysis 

takes the literary work out of its individual and conventional context and relates it to 

Humankind in general. This unique approach lifts readers out of their specific and perhaps 
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isolated worlds and allows them to expand their vision, and thus to relate more easily to 

issues that may confront them and to understand their reality as part of an ongoing and 

cyclical reality" (x). Casona ufilized an impressive number of feminine archetypes and 

achieved variety within each archetype. The female characters appeared familiar yet 

distinct, clear yet complex, establishing that Casona based them upon an archetypal 

foundation, buoyed by mindful insights from varied and extensive sources. His unique 

talent and vision endowed His enduring works with wise understanding, an auspicious 

combination resulting in lasting treasure for His reading and theater-going public. 
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